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Introduction

In this master thesis, the high school timetabling (HSTT) problem is considered.
The high school timetabling problem occurs in many different forms. Each different
country has different policies concerning for example the number of idle times that
is allowed for teachers. We focus on the problem for the Netherlands. Details of this
Dutch high school timetabling problem are explained in Section 1.1. In Chapter 1
also the existing HSTT benchmark project is discussed and it is explained that the
HSTT problem is very difficult to solve. A lot of research is being done to find good
ways to solve the High School Timetabling problem. Some examples of heuristic
and exact methods will be considered in Chapter 2.

During the master research, some solution methods were added to an existing
program called SchoolTimeTablingProject. Chapter 3 will contain an explanation
of the basic mixed integer linear program (MILP) that was used to describe the
Dutch HSTT problem. If this MILP is applied to some dataset of a school and the
LP solver (CPLEX or Gurobi) gets enough time, this leads to an optimal timetable.
Because this takes too much time especially for the Dutch schools, we came up with
some different ways to reduce the problem in order to accelerate the time it took to
solve it (Chapter 4).

Chapter 5 shows the results of the computations that were made by the different
solution methods. In Chapter 6 we will state some conclusions and mention some
ideas for further research.
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1 High School Timetabling

In general, timetabling consists of making plans or schedules for example for sport
matches, employees at a hospital, students at schools, and departure and arrival
times for trains. In this thesis we only discuss educational timetabling, which con-
sists of university course timetabling, examination timetabling, and (high) school
timetabling (HSTT) [21, 17]. We will consider just the last one and in particular the
Dutch variant of the HSTT problem. There are also elementary schools for which
the HSTT problem applies, but in the remainder of the thesis we do not put ‘high’
between brackets.

In this chapter we will see the properties of the Dutch high school timetabling
problem. Besides that, we have a short look on how an instance from a specific high
school can be formulated in XML-format and why it is useful to do this. Then we
consider complexity theory and explain that the problem we consider is NP-hard.
After this, we consider the difference between heuristic and exact solution methods
(Chapter 2), a mathematical formulation of the problem (Chapter 3), and different
ways to solve the problem (Chapter 4).

1.1 The Dutch High School Timetabling Problem

The HSTT problem for any school is to find a good or optimal timetable that
satisfies a number of conditions. Usually a timetable is made once a year, and
contains information about which lesson should be on which time slot of the week.
If different courses are taught in different periods or semesters, usually only a few
adjustments need to be made. In the course of time, the demands for a good
timetable became more complex and the ways to find good timetables changed.
We will consider the current demands for a good timetable for high schools in the
Netherlands. The details of these demands can differ per school. For example for
some schools the last time slots on Wednesday are preferred to be free while this is
not the case for other schools.

The high school timetabling problem for the Netherlands is harder than for
most other countries. One reason for this is that students in the upper classes are
allowed to choose many different sets of subjects, so students from the same class
can follow different courses. Other difficulties are the fact that there are a lot of
part-time teachers which are only available during specific days or day parts, and
the requirement that the lower classes should have no idle times [6]. There are a lot
of constraints that should be satisfied in order to have a good schedule (we consider
the words timetable and schedule to have exactly the same meaning). During the
master research a formulation of the problem was implemented and in order to check
whether the program considered the requirements in the correct way, a small test
example was made. We will use this example as we explain which constraints are
important for the Dutch high school timetables.

A specific set of information about one school for one year is called an instance.
An instance consists of a set of time slots (also called times) and time groups,
resources and resource groups, events and event groups, and constraints. In most
cases this instance is meant to be used to create a schedule for one week. The small
test instance has a week of two days, where Monday and Tuesday consist of six time
slots like each. These times are called Mo_1, up to and including Mo_6 and Tu_1
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up to and including Tu_6. Besides these two days, we have other time groups, like
the time group gr_AllTimes consisting of all twelve times. The resources can be
of different types. In our example instance resources T01 and T02 are of the type
Teacher, resources C01 and C02 of the type Class, and R01 and R02 of type Room.
We can also have resource type Student, but this one is not used in our small test
instance. An example of a resource group is gr_gym, the set of all gym rooms.
Besides times and resources we have events. One event usually needs a class, a
teacher, a course, a room, and a time slot. An example is the event E001_2, which
has class C01, teacher T01, and room R02 as resources. This event is contained in
event groups gr_AllEvents, gr_E001_2, and gr_E001. The time slot during which
this event will take place still has to be assigned.

In the Dutch high schools, there are three main levels of education. The lower
secondary professional education (VMBO) takes four years, higher general secondary
education (HAVO) takes five, and pre-university education (VWO) takes six years.
In the first three years of each level, all students from one class follow the same
courses. In the upper years, each student choses a track like ‘science’ or ‘culture’
and one or more additional courses [15]. A course like English is compulsory for
each student, and thus attended by exactly all students from one class. A course
like Physics or History is optional, so for these courses students from different classes
are combined.

We will now consider the nine constraints that generally apply to the Dutch high
schools. There are hard and soft constraints. Hard constraints are requirements, so
they really need to be satisfied, while soft constraints can be violated at a certain
cost.

Assign Times The Assign Times constraint says that all events need to be
planned. Every school uses this constraint. It is a hard constraint, which means that
a timetable in which this is not the case is not feasible and not usable in practice.
In our example instance, we have seven events, which all need to be scheduled. Due
to this Assign Times constraint, a timetable containing only six of the seven events
is not feasible.

Prefer Times Events have a duration that indicate for how many time slots this
event should be scheduled. Events that have a duration greater than one should not
be scheduled at the last time(s) of a day. Just like the requirement of assigning all
times, this is a hard constraint. In the test instance, event E003 has duration two.
This event can be scheduled on all times except for the last time of Monday and
the last time of Tuesday. If we have an event of duration three, not only the last
time of a day should be forbidden, but also the last but one time of a day. At most
Dutch school there are no events with a duration greater than two.

Spread Events Suppose a class has to follow the course English for three hours
in a week. It is not preferred to have all these English lessons on one day. The
Spread Events constraint indicates the minimum and maximum number of events
from a certain event group that are allowed to be scheduled in a certain time group.
In our example, event E001_1 and E001_2 form event group gr_E001. For the time
groups Monday and Tuesday we want the number of times on which an event from
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this group is scheduled to be between zero and one, so we do not get both events on
the same day. For the Dutch schools this usually is a hard constraint.

Link Events Sometimes we want to schedule two events at the same time. In our
example instance, this is the case for events E005 and E006.
In the Dutch instances this constraint is used a lot, because ‘clustering’ is a way to
deal with the many different sets of subjects a student might choose. Clustering is
making sets of optional subjects that are followed by students from different classes.
The subjects from one set should be taught during the same times. Suppose there
are sixty students in 4HAVO divided among three classes 4H1, 4H2, and 4H3. Each
student chooses either Physics or History or both of them. If forty students choose
Physics and thirty five choose History, it is probably preferred to have two courses for
the course Physics and two for History. We call these courses PhysicsA, PhysicsB,
HistoryA, and HistoryB and put the fifteen students that choose both of them in
PhysicsA and HistoryA. In this way the HistoryB and PhysicsB can be scheduled
together. This is an example of two courses that can be clustered. This clustering
is done separately for each year-level combination like 4HAVO or 5VWO. The sets
resulting from clustering are called cluster lines and the combination of all sets for
one year-level combination is called a cluster scheme.

When clustering results in some cluster lines, the idea is that all subjects in
one cluster line are scheduled at the same time slots. For example, if for 4HAVO
PhysicsB is in the same cluster line as HistoryB, then all lessons of 4HAVO-HistoryB
should be at a time at which a lesson of 4HAVO-PhysicsB is scheduled. It is also
possible to include the non-optional subjects like English in the clustering.

In this thesis we assume cluster schemes are already made and stored in the Link
Events constraint of the instances. Information about how to create these schemes
is discussed in different articles [6, 16, 19].

Avoid Clashes For each school holds that a resource (teacher/class/room/student)
is not allowed to be busy for more than one event at the same time. This holds for
all resources in our instance.

Avoid Unavailable Times In particular for the part-time teachers there are
times during which a resource is not available. In our example, some teacher is
unavailable during Tu_5 and Tu_6, the last two hours of Tuesday. This constraint
can also occur as a soft constraint, when no forbidden times are indicated but times
that are preferred to be free. This can occur for example for classes for the last times
of the day. If a constraint is soft, we assign a weight to it, that indicates the penalty
that is assigned to some resulting schedule that does not satisfy the soft constraint.
For the Avoid Unavailable Times constraint, the weight usually lies between 1 and
1000.

Limit Idle Times In most Dutch instances it is required that there are no idle
times for the lower classes. An idle time for a resource is a time slot that gets
assigned no event e used by that resource, while in the same time group there is an
event scheduled during some time slot before and an event during some time slot
after event e. In our example we prefer no idle times for all classes (C001 and C002).
So if class C001 has a lesson on the first and the third time on Monday, we prefer this
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class also gets a lesson on the second time on Monday. We assign a penalty of 200 for
each idle time that a class has. The value of this penalty is based on the importance
of the corresponding constraint compaired to the other soft constraints. This Limit
Idle Times constraint is used a bit differently for other countries. In Greece for
example, the upper level classes are fully apart from the lower level classes. This
makes the problem easier, which makes it possible to demand that there are no idle
times for students at all. The reason why this is only a soft and not a hard constraint
for the upper level classes in the Netherlands is not because of one or another policy,
but because it would make the problem impossible or too hard to solve.

Cluster Busy Times Especially for part-time teachers, we need a constraint that
indicates the number of days during which a teacher is allowed to work. In our case,
teacher T02 is a part-time teacher, who is allowed to teach only one day. The penalty
for assigning her to two days is 1000.

Limit Busy Times Many Dutch schools want teachers to teach at least some
number of lessons during one day. In our example, teacher T01 and T02 should
teach at least two times on a day. This only holds for days during which some event
of the regarding teacher is scheduled. We prefer teacher T02 to teach at least three
hours on Tuesday. A schedule in which this teacher teachers less that three times
on Tuesday gets a penalty of 200 for each underscheduled time.

The HSTT problem is to find a good or optimal schedule that satisfies all these
constraints. We will now have a look at the HSTT benchmark project and the
complexity of the HSTT problem.

1.2 Benchmarks for the High School Timetabling Problem

A lot of research is being done on the different variants of timetabling that were
mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, like planning work shifts for employees
in hospitals. It is useful for such a research field if there exists a set of exchangeable
benchmark datasets. In this way, new solution methods can be tested and com-
pared with other methods. For high school timetabling, a standard format for such
benchmark instances emerged not too long ago [14]. Currently, around fifty bench-
mark instances are available in the same format for twelve different countries1. This
format uses EXtensible Markup Language (XML), which is a language designed to
structure, store, and transport data. The structure of an XML file is defined by
certain tags, which can be chosen by the user. For example <Event> is an opening
tag with </Event> as closing tag.
The structure of the HSTT format is shown on page 9. As we see, it can contain
the data of a specific school (the instance) as well as a corresponding solution. More
than one instance and more than one solution per instance can be stored. To give
an idea of the format of one of the items within the instance, we consider event
E002. As we see, the event first gets a name and a duration. For Dutch instances
this duration is usually 1 or 2. Then a time reference is mentioned. This is only the
case for events that are pre-assigned. In this example, event E002 is pre-assigned to
the second time slot on Tuesday.

1http://www.utwente.nl/ctit/hstt/datasets
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<HighSchoolTimetableArchive>

<Instances>

<Instance Id="ArtificialMiniInstanceNetherlands2014">

<MetaData>

...

</MetaData>

<Times>

...

</Times>

<Resources>

...

</Resources>

<Events>

...

<Event Id="Event_E002">

<Name>E002</Name>

<Duration>1</Duration>

<Time Reference="Tu_2"/>

<Resources>

<Resource Reference="C01">

<Role>Class</Role>

<ResourceType Reference="Class"/>

</Resource>

<Resource Reference="T02">

<Role>Teacher</Role>

<ResourceType Reference="Teacher"/>

</Resource>

<Resource Reference="R01">

<Role>Room</Role>

<ResourceType Reference="Room"/>

</Resource>

</Resources>

<EventGroups>

<EventGroup Reference="gr_AllEvents"/>

<EventGroup Reference="gr_E002"/>

</EventGroups>

</Event>

...

</Events>

<Constraints>

...

</Constraints>

</Instance>

</Instances>

<SolutionGroups>

<SolutionGroup Id="OnlyTeachersNoLIT">

<MetaData>

...

</MetaData>

<Solution Reference="ArtificialMiniInstanceNetherlands2014">

<Events>

...

</Events>

</Solution>

</SolutionGroup>

</SolutionGroups>

</HighSchoolTimetableArchive>
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Event E002 is used by three resources, namely class C01, teacher T02, and room
R01. In our solution method the rooms are ignored, because this makes the problem
easier and assuming there are enough rooms it is not too hard to assign rooms after
the rest of the timetabling is done. Besides the name, duration, (optional) time
reference, and resources, we have the event groups. In this case the event groups
gr_AllEvents and gr_E002 contain event E002.

In the basis of the XML format we also see <Constraints>. We will consider
the XML format of all constraints used in the Dutch instances in Chapter 3. More
constraints can be used in this format than the ones we described in Section 1.1,
but we will only consider the constraints used in the Dutch HSTT problem. In the
Dutch instances for example one event is a lesson of a course given by a certain
teacher and followed by a certain class or a number of individual students. It would
also be possible to define an event as the set of all lessons of this course given to
this class by this teacher. Then the Split Events constraint should be added, which
indicates the amount of subevents in which the event is allowed to be split and the
duration one subevent can have. In many non-Dutch instances this constraint is
applied, but we do not consider these instances.

Kingston’s HSEval High School Timetable Evaluator2 can check whether some
instance satisfies the format and show detailed reports of solutions. In the XML
file, the order of the constraints should be in the same order as stated in the docu-
mentation of this format [11].

We have seen the properties of the Dutch high school timetabling problem and
discussed the corresponding benchmark project. Before we will look at possible ways
to solve the HSTT problem, we will consider complexity theory and apply this to
the high school timetabling problem itself.

1.3 Complexity

1.3.1 Complexity Theory in a Nutshell

The study of complexity theory aims to classify decision variants of optimization
problems as “easy” or “hard” [8, p. 171]. Decision variants of optimization prob-
lems are variants of the problems in the form of a question to which the answer is
either “yes” or “no”. For each decision variant of an optimization problem there is
a set of instances which contain specific data of the specific situation considered.
For example an instance from the benchmarking project described in Section 1.2
consists of the data of some high school in the Netherlands, containing information
about the teachers and the classes etc. The decision variant of a timetabling prob-
lem can be the following. Given a certain timetabling instance, does there exist a
feasible3 timetable for this instance such that it does not contain any idle time for
classes? If the answer to this question is ‘yes’, this timetabling instance is called a
yes-instance, while the given instance is a no-instance if there does not exists such
a timetable.

2http://sydney.edu.au/engineering/it/~jeff/hseval.cgi
3Here a feasible timetable means a timetable for which there are no clashes and each event is

scheduled.
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A problem is “easy” if it can be solved by a polynomial algorithm. This is
an algorithm for which the running time can be expressed as a function which is
polynomial in the input size [8, p. 169]. The input size is the size of the instance
to which the algorithm is applied. For example if some n ×m-matrix is the input
for an algorithm, than the input size is equal to n ·m. In order to explain what a
“hard” problem is, we need to define the sets P and NP . P is the set of all decision
problems that can be solved by a polynomial algorithm, so these are the “easy”
problems. To define NP , which stands for non-deterministic polynomial time, we
need to understand the notion of a certificate. In the given example of a decision
variant of an optimization problem, an instance that results in the answer “yes, there
exists a feasible timetable that does not contain any idle time for classes” was called
a yes-instance. A specific timetable that is feasible and does not contain any idle
time for classes is called a certificate for this yes-instance. It is possible that there are
different timetables that can function as a certificate for the same instance. It takes
a certain amount of computation time to check the validity of such a certificate.
The class NP can now be defined as the set of all decision problems for which every
yes-instance has a certificate whose validity can be checked in polynomial time [18,
Section 9.2].

An example of a decision problem that is in NP is the Traveling Salesman
Problem (TSP). A set V of n cities is given, together with set E of m roads between
the cities and a function d that assigns a non-negative distance to each road in
E. Also a number K is given, which indicates the maximum distance the salesman
wants to travel while visiting all cities and starting and ending in the same city. The
problem is to determine whether there exists a route with length less than or equal
to K that satisfies the other requirements for the salesman. Suppose we have a
yes-instance with K = 4 and four cities and six roads, like in Figure 1. An example
of a potential certificate x is the route (e1, e2, e3, e4). We can check whether this is
a certificate for the instance by checking whether d(e1) + d(e2) + d(e3) + d(e4) ≤ 4.
For general instances of TSP this takes linear time n (usually denoted as O(n)).

Figure 1: An TSP instance with d(ei) = 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 6

We have not arrived at the “hard” problems yet. For this we need to define
NP-completeness. A decision problem Π is NP-complete if (1) it is in NP and (2)
there exists a polynomial time reduction from every single problem Π′ in NP to our
problem Π. A reduction from Π′ to Π is a function that maps every instance I ′

of Π′ to an instance I of Π in such a way that I ′ is a yes-instance if and only if
I is a yes-instance. All problems that are NP-complete are called “hard”, because
no polynomial time solution method is found yet for any of these problems [8, p.
178]. According to Schäfer we can define NP-hard problems next to NP-complete
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problems [18, Section 9.5.1]. An NP-hard problem has to satisfy only condition (2)
of an NP-complete problem, so it does not have to be in NP.

We also have class co-NP and the notion of co-NP-completeness. A decision
problem belongs to the co-NP if its complement is contained in NP. A decision
problem is co-NP-complete, if it is in co-NP and every no-instance admits a cer-
tificate whose validity can be verified in polynomial time. In Figure 2 we see the
relations between the complexity classes we discussed. It is not known whether P
equals NP, but if this P would equal NP, the picture becomes like Figure 3.

Figure 2: The relation between the dif-
ferent complexity classes.

Figure 3: The relation between the dif-
ferent complexity classes if P=NP.

1.3.2 Complexity of the High School Timetabling Problem

Now that we have seen some definitions that occur in complexity theory, we can
understand what it means to say that the HSTT problem is NP-complete.

If availabilities of teachers and classes or students are taken into account, the
HSTT problem is NP-complete. Even et al. show that some primitive version of
the problem is NP-complete and conclude that “all common timetable problems are
NP-complete” too [7].

The computation time needed to solve some instance depends on the size of this
instance. For high school timetabling instances, the size is usually estimated by
the number of (sub)events multiplied with the number of times. A program that
solves the HSTT problem exactly, does not run in polynomial time (unless P=NP).
This means that increasing the size of the instance only a little implies that the
computation time increases a lot. Since the Dutch instances usually are very large
(around 1000 events and 40 time slots), the computation time is very large.

In this chapter we became acquainted with the Dutch high school timetabling
problem. Besides that we considered the format of the benchmark instances for
the general high school timetabling problem. Then we looked at some definitions
occurring in complexity theory and saw that the high school timetabling problem is
NP-complete. In the next chapter, we will consider a number of solution methods
for this problem that have occurred in the literature. In Chapter 3 we will see
the basis of what was added to the SchoolTimeTablingProject program, which is a
Delphi-program that was already able to create schedules. This mainly contains a
Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP) formulation of the Dutch HSTT problem,
while in Chapter 4 the decompositions are discussed that were used to accelerate
the search for good solutions. The results of this will be shown in Chapter 5.
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2 Solving the High School Timetabling Problem

Solving problems like the high school timetabling (HSTT) problem that was de-
scribed in Chapter 1 can be done in many different ways. As we will see, solution
methods can be exact or heuristic, or a combination of these two. The effective-
ness of a solution method depends on the constraints of the problem to which the
method is applied. Note that many Greek high school timetabling instances are
like the described Dutch high school timetabling instances, except that the Greek
ones have less events and some of the constraints are left out. A solution method
that works for Dutch instances also works for Greek instances, but a method that
works pretty well for instances from Greece might lead to terrible results for Dutch
ones. For example the two-phase solution method from Birbas et al. [3], described
in Section 2.2.2, works well for Greek instances but is not very useful for Dutch
instances. For this example, the constraints that are implemented in the solution
method assume that not too many teachers teach lessons that should be scheduled
together and in the Greek instances only a small percentage of the events need to
be linked in this way. In the Dutch instances, it happens often that events should
be linked, because of the clustering that is needed to take care of the many optional
subjects (see Section 1.1, Link Events). Also the number of events in an event group
that is in the Link Events constraint is usually around two times as large as for the
Greek instances. A solution methods that takes into account this difficulty works
better for the Dutch instances, and still works for the Greek instances. An instance
from a country with other difficulties than for the Netherlands, might need a third
method that leads to good results for this instance. This third solution method is
not guaranteed to find good solutions for Dutch instances too. So different instances
might need different solution methods.

In this section the difference between exact and heuristic methods will be ex-
plained and examples of both heuristic and exact solution methods for the HSTT
problem will be given. In this way we can see what makes our solution method
different from other methods.

A solution method that solves some problem is called exact if it “find[s] the
optimal solution and assess[es] its optimality” [10, p. 620]. An example of an exact
way to solve some problem uses linear optimization, also called linear programming.
We also use this in our method, which will be explained in Chapter 3. The general
idea of linear optimization and two examples of exact methods that are used to solve
high school timetabling problems are considered in Section 2.2.

In contrast to exact solution methods, a heuristic (method) for some problem
is a solution method that does not assess whether a found solution is optimal or
not. We now first look at heuristic methods in more detail, and then consider more
examples of exact methods.

2.1 Heuristic methods

To show an example of a heuristic method we consider the Traveling Salesman
problem, where a sequence of cities and a set of roads with certain lengths between
the cities is given and the goal is to find a path with minimum length which starts
and ends in the same city and visits all cities. The heuristic solution method we
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consider is called Nearest Neighbor. It takes the first city and goes to the nearest
other city. This means there is no other city for which the distance from the first
city is less than the distance between the first city and the city it goes to. The path
continues to the city that is nearest to the city last visited and has not been visited
yet. If all cities are visited, the path is closed by going to the very first city. In this
way a (feasible) path is constructed, but it is not known whether it is optimal.

Hurink describes a three-class division of heuristic methods [9]. One class consists
of polynomial time heuristics which give no guarantee in terms of solution quality.
The second class contains polynomial time heuristics which do give a guarantee of
the approximation rate (approximation algorithms according to [18]). As a third
class, we have heuristics which give no a-priori guarantee both in terms of solution
quality and computation time. Local search heuristics are contained in this class.

Schaerf mentions the application of several local search methods, like tabu search
and genetic algorithms, to the high school timetabling problem [17]. These two
examples are metaheuristics. Metaheuristics are heuristics that guide a lower level
heuristic in a specific way to better solutions. An example of a metaheuristic for
the Traveling Salesman problem is an algorithm which finds a good starting city for
the Nearest Neighbor heuristic (starting in different cities might lead to different
results).

We also have hyperheuristics, which are used as guides for metaheuristics to help
the lower level heuristics to find good solutions. An example of a hyperheuristc used
to solve the high school timetabling problem, is described by ter Braak [20]. Meta-
heuristics like simulated annealing (see [1]) are used. A generation consists of a set
of chromosomes, which are columns of metaheuristics. Each chromosome uses an
initial solution to apply the metaheuristics which appears first in the column. The
solution that results from this is used for the next metaheuristic. This continues
until all metaheuristics occuring in the chromosome are applied. The final solution
is compared to the final solutions of the other chromosomes, and a next generation
is created. This next generation consists of chromosomes which are adapted versions
of the best performing chromosomes of the former generation, for example by com-
bining two of them or by replacing one of the metaheuristics of a good performing
chromosome by another metaheuristic. So this hyperheuristic helps finding combi-
nations of metaheuristics which lead from some initial solution of some timetabling
instance to better solutions of this instance.

Other heuristic ways to solve high school timetabling problems can be found
for example in [5] and [4]. We will now consider some examples of exact solution
methods for the HSTT problem.

2.2 Exact methods

Even if some problem is NP-hard or NP-complete, exact methods that run in expo-
nential time can be useful for small instances of that problem. For the High School
Timetabling problem, we have small artificial instances which can be solved exactly
in a few seconds. The instance GreeceHighSchool1 is also an example of an instance
that can be solved within a reasonable amount of time (a few hours) by just solving
the complete MILP at once. We first consider the general idea of linear optimiza-
tion, which is used in the two solution methods that follow as examples of exact
methods that solve (a variant of) the HSTT problem.
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2.2.1 Linear Optimization

The HSTT problem can be formulated as a mixed integer linear program (MILP).
In Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 we consider two different ways to use such a MILP
formulation and we apply it in Chapter 3 ourselves, so we introduce some notions
used in linear optimization first.

A linear program (LP) describes a minimization or maximization problem, where
the function that needs to be minimized or maximized is linear and the domain is
restricted by linear constraints. A maximizing LP has the following form.

max cTx

s.t. ATx ≤ b

If we consider a specific instance, the matrix A ∈ Rm×n and vectors b ∈ Rm and
c ∈ Rn are given, while x ∈ Rn is the vector consisting of variables that describe the
solution corresponding to the instance. The part we maximize, cTx, is called the
objective function and ci is called the cost of variable xi. A single constraint has the
form aTi x ≤ bi, where ai is the ith column of matrix A. The feasible set or solution
set F for an LP is the set of all x which satisfy all constraints:

F = {x ∈ Rn | ATx ≤ b}.

If an x ∈ F is found, this x is called a feasible solution and cTx is the objective
value. If this x maximizes cTx (i.e. there is no x ∈ F such that cTx > cTx), this x
is an optimal solution of the LP.

Often one of the following constraints is added for each variable xi in order to
make them non-negative, non-positive, integer, or binary.

xi ≥ 0

xi ≤ 0

xi ∈ Z
xi ∈ {0, 1}

If we have xi ∈ {0, 1}, we have a binary integer linear program (BILP or BIP). If
there is an i for which xi can be outside the set {0, 1}, but xi ∈ Z holds for all i, we
have an integer linear program (ILP). If there is at least one i for which xi ∈ Z and
at least one i for which xi is outside Z, then we have a mixed integer linear program
(MILP or MIP).

There is a difference between hard and soft constraints. The constraint aTi x ≤ bi
is hard, which implies that a solution x which does not satisfy this constraint is not
feasible. We can make the constraint soft by subtracting a slack variable si from
the constraint, so we get aTi x − si = bi, and from the objective function, so we
maximize cTx − si. Let us look at the following small example, where m = n = 1.
If a1 = 3, b1 = 5, then x = 2 becomes a feasible solution now, but leads to a penalty
of s1 = aT1 x− b1 = 1.

Solving MILP’s is NP-hard, and solvers like CPLEX and Gurobi can be used to
compute optimal solutions to these problems.

We have seen the general idea of linear optimization now. In Section 3 we will
see how we formulate the Dutch variant of the HSTT problem as a mixed integer
linear program, but first we look at two papers that consider exact methods to solve
the HSTT problem for Greek or XML benchmark instances ([3] resp. [12]).
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2.2.2 Example: Shift Assignment

Birbas et al. describe a two-phase solution method to solve the school timetabling
problem for the lower levels of secondary education in Greece [3]. We will explain
the idea of the two different phases because we will use a similar idea in our own
decompositions (Chapter 4).

The first phase solves a Shift Assignment Problem (SAP) which results in an
assignment of teachers to certain parts of days (work shifts). This problem is de-
scribed as an ILP, where the cost cilb is dependent on the preferences of teacher l
concerning the shifts during which she will be teaching on day i. These work shifts
are comparable to work shifts in hospitals, where you have morning-, late-, and
night shifts. In contrast to these hospital work shifts, the shifts for this problem are
flexible. This means they do not have fixed starting- and ending times, so two late
shifts can start at different times. Suppose we need to make a timetable for a day
with six time periods and four teachers. Then the following is an example of a shift
assignment: teacher T01 is assigned to periods 1 to 3, teacher T02 to periods 4 to
6, teacher T03 to periods 1 to 4, and teacher T04 to periods 5 to 6. Both teacher
T01 and T03 are assigned to early shifts, but they do not teach during exactly the
same time periods. Teachers T01 and T02 together are called one Equivalent-Of-a-
Teacher (EOT), because together they are assigned to exactly all times of the day.

Figure 4: Flexible shifts for four teachers on a day with six time periods.

The second phase uses the result of this Shift Assignment Problem and solves
the actual Timetabling Problem (TP). This Timetabling Problem is described as
an ILP again. The cost cijklm is low for a teacher l and a period j on day i if this
period is part of a shift to which this teacher is assigned according to the solution
of the SAP. Here k is the index of a certain class and m the index of a course. If for
example teacher T01 is assigned to the first shift on the first day, the value cijklm is
lower for periods j early on day i = 0 than for periods j later on day 0.

We will look in some more detail to these two phases.

Phase 1: Shift Assignment Problem The first phase of the solution from
Birbas et al. is an ILP consisting of five different sets of constraints.

1 The first one of these sets is about uniqueness. This set consists of only one
kind of constraint. It says that every teacher that is available on day i should
be assigned to exactly one shift at day i.

2 The second set of constraints also contains only one kind of constraint and
is about a certain school policy for shift assignments. An upper limit for the
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number of shifts of a specific kind can be predefined. For example it can be
prefixed that some teacher l has at most two morning shifts per week.

3 For the third set of constraints, we consider pre-assigned shifts. For example
a teacher can get pre-assigned to the middle shift on Tuesday.

4 The conjugation of shifts is the fourth set of constraints. This set of constraints
consists of two different kinds of constraints. The first one is about two teachers
that need to be assigned to the same shift. The second kind of constraint is
about three teachers l1, l2, and l3. We need l1 to teach simultaneously with l2
and with l3, but l2 and l3 do not need to teach at the same time. Then l2 and
l3 can get assigned to consecutive shifts.

5 The fifth set of constraints is about completeness. These constraints say that
the number of teachers that are present at the school should be equal to the
number of class-sections for any shift.

Phase 2: Timetabling Problem The second phase of the solution from Birbas
et al. is an ILP consisting of three different sets of constraints, namely (1) the
standard constraints which represent some fundamental rules for timetables, (2) the
non-standard constraints which differ per school (or per country), and (3) the special
constraints which represent requirements for specific courses. We will explain them
here.

1 The standard constraints consist of uniqueness and completeness constraints.
The uniqueness constraint says that every teacher is allowed to be assigned
at most one course and one class at a time. Three different completeness
constraints are defined. The one for students says that all courses for a class
should be in the timetable for the required number of times. The same kind
of constraints are made for the teachers and for the courses.

2 One of the non-standard constraints is about compactness for students. This
means that no idle times are allowed for the students. Another one is about
the daily presence of teachers. By some rule imposed by the Hellenic ministry
of education every full-time teacher should teach at least one hour on each
work day of the week. A last constraint that holds for most but not all schools
in Greece is about uniform distribution of courses. A course should be taught
at at most one time each day, except in the case of a course which needs to be
taught for consecutive times or a course which requires more lessons than the
number of days.

3 Some special requirements for courses can be the following. First there are
courses that require a consecutive number of lessons. Each day only one block
of consecutive times is allowed for each class. The second special constraint is
about parallelism of courses. For example English can be given at two levels,
and two classes are put together and divided in two new classes corresponding
to these two levels. Then the courses English for these classes should get
assigned the same times. As a third special requirement a maximum number of
courses out of some course group can be scheduled at one time. This constraint
is useful if the number of laboratory rooms is limited. The last constraint says
that courses can be pre-assigned to certain time slots.
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These are the constraints used in the first respectively the second phase of the
solution methods from Birbas et al. The solution from the first phase, which assigns
teachers to certain shifts of certain days, is used in the objective function. If a
teachers is assigned to a first shift of some day, the first times of that day get a low
cost and the last times a high cost. The decompositions we made during the master
research are comparable to this method.

We discussed one exact solution method for the HSTT problem. This one was
aimed at Greek instances. We will consider one other exact solution method, which
is only applied to general high school timetabling instances in XML format.

2.2.3 Example: Integer Programming

Kristiansen et al. [12] consider the generalized high school timetabling problem and
are the first who use an exact method to solve the XML benchmark instances that
were discussed in Section 1.2. Kristiansen et al. formulate the problem as a mixed
integer program after which solutions are generated in two steps. In the first step
only the hard constraints are considered. If the time limit of 24 hours is reached
before an optimal solution is found, the best found solution is taken and the penalty
for violating the soft constraints is computed. If in the first step an optimal solution
with objective value v is found, then a new integer program is made by adding all
soft constraints and a constraint which says that the penalty for the hard constraints
should be equal to v. The solver runs until an optimal solution is found or until the
time limit of 24 hours minus the time used in the first step is reached. This method
is exact since when the solver is given enough time, the result is a solution which is
necessary optimal.

In Section 3 we will explain our formulation of the Dutch high school timetabling
problem as a linear program. Many constraints contained in this mixed integer linear
program are based on the program of Kristiansen et al. [12] . There are four main
differences between the solution method of Kristiansen et al. and the one applied
during this master research. The first one is that Kristiansen et al. formulate an
integer program for the general high school timetabling problem, while our program
can only be used for instances that contain the same kinds of constraints as the
Dutch instances (see Table 1 on page 20 for a specification of these constraints).

As a second difference we only consider penalties for soft constraints while Kris-
tiansen et al. allow penalties for hard constraints too. There is one constraint for
which we make an exception. Although the assign times constraint is a hard con-
straint, we do not consider it as such. This means that solutions for which not all
(or even none) of the events are planned are also considered as feasible. In this way
we can create schedules for solutions that are not complete, i.e. schedules in which
not all events are planned. This is useful if we want to compare results, because we
can see the difference between the results ’time limit exceed and 0 events planned’
and ’time limit exceed and all but one event planned’. This also means that an in-
stance which by our program results in an incomplete optimal timetable is actually
infeasible.

Another difference is that we do not take into account resources of type ‘room’,
while Kristiansen et al. do. In an instance, events can be pre-assigned to rooms, and
an avoid clashes constraint can be used to prevent that two events using the same
room are scheduled at the same time. We do not take this into account, because it
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makes the problem much larger while it does not add much too the quality of the
resulting timetables. It is assumed to be not that hard to assign rooms after the
rest of the timetable is made.

The last difference between our program and the one from Kristiansen et al. is in
the solution approach that uses the integer program. We use different steps (phases)
to arrive at final solutions. We apply six different solution approaches, where for
example in phase one only teachers are considered and in phase two the days at
which the teachers are allowed to teach are restricted based on the solution of phase
one. All these solution approaches are discussed in Chapter 4.

We have seen a description of the Dutch high school timetabling problem (Chap-
ter 1) and we considered different methods to solve the HSTT problem in the current
chapter. We will consider the formulation of the Dutch HSTT problem as a mixed
integer linear program in Chapter 3, after which we will explain some decompo-
sitions that are used to decrease the time that is needed to find good timetables
(Chapter 4) and their results (Chapter 5).
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3 Dutch HSTT as MILP

In this section the high school timetabling problem for the Netherlands is formulated
as a mixed integer linear program (MILP). When we implement the constraints, all
constant terms appear at the right hand side, while all variable terms appear at the
left hand side. To make it easier to read, we display the (in)equalities not always
exactly in the same way as they are displayed by the implementation.

In Table 1, we see all constraints that occur in the Dutch HSTT benchmark
instances4. We do not support all of them in the MILP. The ones we do implement
are explained in the subsections that follow. Of these constraints, it can be seen in
the table whether our MILP can deal with them as hard and/or soft. If we can use
a constraint in its soft variant it is stated between brackets which cost functions can
be used. We use a * to indicate that this variant of the constraint is not used in the
Dutch instances, but is implemented in our program to be able to compute results
for instances from other countries like Greece. These variants of constraints are not
explained, but follow straightforward from the corresponding variants of the other
constraints. The cost functions used in the XML instances are recently changed.
We use the old names like sum and sumsquares, because most of our results are
based on the old instances. For the new variants of the instances the name ‘sum’ is
replaced by ‘linear’ and ‘sumsquares’ and ‘squaresum’ are replaced by ‘ quadratic’.
Our implementation works for both the old and the new cost functions.

Constraint Allowed properties
Assign Resource constraints -
Assign Time constraints -
Split Events constraints -
Prefer Resource constraints -
Prefer Times constraints (Section 3.3) hard
Spread Events constraints (Section 3.4) hard, soft* (sum)
Link Events constraints (Section 3.5) hard
Avoid Clashes constraints (Section 3.6) hard
Avoid Unavailable Times constraints (Section 3.7) hard, soft (sum)
Limit Idle Times constraints (Section 3.8) hard, soft (sumsquares, sum*)
Cluster Busy Times constraints (Section 3.9) hard, soft (sumsquares, sum*)
Limit Busy Times constraints (Section 3.10) hard, soft (sumsquares, sum*)

Table 1: Properties of constraints our MILP can deal with.

We will first explain why we skip some of the constraints in our MILP. The
Assign Resource and the Prefer Resource constraints are used in the instances for
example to assign gym rooms to gym events and general rooms to other events. We
skip them in the MILP, because we assume the resources that are not preassigned
can be assigned easily after solving the MILP. This means a solution we produce as
feasible can still be infeasible because of resource clashes for rooms, and it can get
extra costs for non-preferred times for rooms.

The Assign Times constraints is used as a hard constraint to guarantee that all
events will get assigned a time, so that the resulting timetable is complete. We

4These instances can be found at http://www.utwente.nl/ctit/hstt/datasets/.
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leave out this constraint, but use the EventTimeVariables (see Section 3.1) in the
objective function of the MILP. In this way, we maximize the number of events that
are assigned a time. This implies that solutions in which not all events are planned
can be feasible, for example a solution in which no event at all is planned. In this
way, we can compare different calculations in cases where the time we allow for the
solving of the MILP is not enough to plan all the events from the instance.

We skip the Split Events constraints, because for the Dutch instances the events
are defined in a way that does not allow the events to be split. This means that
leaving out this constraint does not have any influence on the resulting timetables.

The other constraints will be explained in their respective sections, after we
defined the variables and the objective.

The benchmark instances that contain only these constraints are shown in Table
2. The instances are still the ones from the archive ALL INSTANCES from July
2013.

Instance Name Instance Id
ArtificialMiniInstanceNetherlands2014 -
DenmarkFalkonergaardensGymnasium2012 DK-FG-12
DenmarkHasserisGymnasium2012 DK-HG-12
DenmarkSmallSchool -
DenmarkVejenGymnasium2009 DK-VG-09
EnglandStPaul UK-SP-06
FinlandArtificialSchool -
FinlandCollege FI-PB-98
FinlandElementarySchool -
FinlandHighSchool FI-WP-06
FinlandSecondarySchool FI-MP-06
FinlandSecondarySchool2 -
GreeceHighSchool1 GR-H1-97
GreeceWesternUniversity3 -
GreeceWesternUniversity4 GR-PA-08
GreeceWesternUniversity5 -
ItalyInstance4 IT-I4-96
NetherlandsGEPRO -
NetherlandsKottenpark2003 NL-KP-03
NetherlandsKottenpark2005 NL-KP-05
NetherlandsKottenpark2008 -
NetherlandsKottenpark2009 NL-KP-09

Table 2: Benchmark instances suitable for our program
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We will use the following notations for defining the MILP, as in [12].

T : the set of all times t occurring in the instance.

T G : the set of all time groups tg occurring in the instance.

R : the set of all resources r occurring in the instance.

RG : the set of all resource groups rg occurring in the instance.

E : the set of all events e occurring in the instance.

EG : the set of all event groups eg occurring in the instance.

C : the set of all constraint types C, containing constraints c,

occurring in the instance.

For example constraint type C can be ‘Limit Idle Times’, denoted by CLIT .
This constraint type contains for example two constraints, namely one for teachers
(c = 0) and one for classes (c = 1).

As we saw in Section 1.2 an event is defined by a duration, some resources that
are needed for that event, and some event groups in which the event is contained.
A resource can be a class, a teacher, or a room. In Section 1.1 we introduced
our small example instance, which consisted of two teachers, two classes, two days
of six time slots each, seven events, and two rooms. For this instance we have
size(R) = 2 + 2 + 2 = 6.

Before we look at the objective function (Section 3.2) and the constraints (Sec-
tions 3.3-3.10) of our MILP, we will consider the variables we need.

3.1 The Variables

We want that solving our MILP results in a timetable telling us which event should
be scheduled at which time. The most important set of variables for this MILP is
the set of binary EventTimeVariables, xe,t, because these variables indicate whether
or not an event starts at a certain time slot.

xe,t =

{
1 if event e is planned to start at time slot t

0 otherwise

We use these variables for all e ∈ E and all t ∈ T . To express that an event can be
assigned to at most one time slot, we add the following constraint:∑

t∈T

xe,t ≤ 1 ∀e ∈ E . (1)

If an event e with duration De starts at time t (xe,t = 1) we say that e is running
at time t̃ for t ≤ t̃ ≤ t+De − 1. For the EventTimeVariables, we need to take care
of events e of duration bigger than one, because these are running during time slots
t for which xe,t = 0.

To make sure such an event will be scheduled for its total duration, we need to
add a constraint that does not allow it to start at (one of) the last time(s) of the
instance. Suppose t = T is the last time of the instance. The constraint we need is
the following:

xe,t = 0 ∀e ∈ E ,∀t ∈ {T −De + 2, T −De + 3, . . . , T} (2)
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In our small example instance, the event with index number 2 has a duration of 2.
The last time slot is indexed with number 11, so we get x2,11 = 0.

We are allowed to pre-assign events e at certain times t, by putting

xe,t = 1 ∀e ∈ E , e is pre-assigned at time t. (3)

In our small artifical instance, we pre-assign event e = 1 to the second time slot on
Tuesday, which has time index 7: x1,7 = 1.

Besides these EventTimeVariables, we have two other important sets of binary
variables. To explain these we need the definition of a busy resource. If a resource
r is used by some event e (with duration De) which starts at time t (xe,t = 1) we
say that r is busy at time t̃ for t ≤ t̃ ≤ t + De − 1. A resource r is busy during
time group tg if r is used by some event e and there exists at least one t ∈ tg
such that r is busy at time t [12, p. 5]. The ResourceTimeVariables yr,t indicate
whether or not a resource (teacher/class/room) is busy at a certain time slot. The
ResourceTimeGroupVariables zr,tg indicate whether or not a resource is busy in a
certain time group.

yr,t =

{
1 if resource r is busy at time t

0 otherwise

zr,tg =


1 if resource r is busy during at least

one time t ∈ tg from time group tg

0 otherwise

We have these variables for all r ∈ R, t ∈ T , and tg ∈ T G. To make sure the
variables get consistent values, we need to add some constraints. In this way, it will
not happen that for example resource r = 2 is busy at time slot t = 0 (y2,0 = 1)
which is contained in time group tg = 1 but not busy during this time group tg = 1
(z2,1 = 0). For these constraints, we need the following definitions.

De is the duration of event e

Er = {e | e is an event that uses resource r}

The first constraint we have to add is the following:

yr,t =
∑
e∈Er

∑
i∈I

xe,t−(i−1) ∀r ∈ R, t ∈ T , (4)

where I = {i ∈ N | 1 ≤ i ≤ De, t − (i − 1) ≥ 0}. This seems to suggest that yr,t
is not binary because yr,t > 1 is possible, but an Avoid Clashes constraint (Section
3.6) will be added to prevent that a resource is busy during more than one event
at the same time. Because of this we can define the ResourceTimeVariables yr,t as
binary.

This constraint defines the variable yr,t in terms of variables xe,t. In our small
artifical instance, resource r = 0 is teacher T01. This teacher is assigned to events
from the set E0 = {0, 2, 3, 4}. We have duration De = 1 for e ∈ {0, 3, 4} and D2 = 2.
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Consider time t = 0 and t = 1. The subconstraints become the following:

y0,0 = x0,0 + x2,0 + x3,0 + x4,0,

y0,1 = x0,1 + x2,1 + x2,0 + x3,1 + x4,1.

We see that y0,0 becomes equal to the number of events of resource r that are planned
at time 0. Furthermore, y0,1 becomes equal to the number of events of resource r
that either start at time 1, or have duration two and start at time 0. Because of the
AvoidClashes constraint these variables do not get greater than one. Using Equation
(4) in combination with the AvoidClashes constraint, the variables yr,t are defined
correctly.
Besides the constraint that defines yr,t, we need constraints that define zr,tg. We
want the constraints to represent the proposition that zr,tg = 1 if and only if there
exists a t ∈ tg such that yr,t = 1.

yr,t ≤ zr,tg ∀r ∈ R, ∀tg ∈ T G, ∀t ∈ tg (5)

zr,tg ≤
∑
t∈tg

yr,t ∀r ∈ R, ∀tg ∈ T G (6)

Equation (5) implies that zr,tg = 1 if yr,t = 1 for some t ∈ tg. Equation (6) implies
that zr,tg = 0 if yr,t = 0 for all t ∈ tg.

There are still some other variables needed to define our MILP. Three of these are
used only in the Limit Idle Times constraint, so we will explain them in Section 3.8.
Besides these, we will create slack variables for the Spread Events, Avoid Unavailable
Times, Limit Idle Times, Cluster Busy Times, and Limit Busy Times constraints.
These are the only constraints that occur at least once as a soft constraint in the
available Dutch instances. All these constraints and additional variables will be
explained further on in this section. First we will look at the objective function.

3.2 The Objective

We create an objective function that maximizes the number of planned events. For
soft constraints, a slack variable is subtracted from the objective function. The way
in which this is done depends on the cost function and the weight of the specific
constraint. The objective of the Dutchl instances is the following:

max
∑
e∈E

∑
t∈T

n · xe,t −
∑

c∈CAUT

∑
r∈c

wAUT
c · sAUT

c,r −
∑

c∈CLIT

∑
r∈c

∑
i∈ILIT

wLIT
c · i2 · tLITc,r,i

−
∑

c∈CCBT

∑
r∈c

∑
i∈ICBT

wCBT
c · i2 · tCBT

c,r,i −
∑

c∈CLBT

∑
r∈c

∑
tg∈c

∑
i∈ILBT

wLBT
c · i2 · tLBT

c,r,tg,i

We see some new variables here. The constant n is a large number dependent on
the highest weight that occurs in the instance and the maximum size of ILIT , ICBT ,
and ILBT . We will explain these sets later. We see the new variable sAUT

c,r . This is a
non-negative continuous slack variable for an Avoid Unavailable Times constraint.
It indicates the number of times during which resource r ∈ c is busy but unavailable
according to that constraint c. Since the cost function used in all available Dutch
XML-instances is Sum, these slack variables are just summed per constraint and
multiplied by the weight that is given in that constraint.
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Next to this variable, we have slack variables for the Limit Idle Times, Cluster
Busy Times, and Limit Busy Times constraint. The constraints use cost function
SumSquares5. This means that we need to sum the squares of the deviations of the
constraints. For the Limit Idle Times, Cluster Busy Times, and Limit Busy Times
constraint we have respectively the binary variables tLITc,r,i , t

CBT
c,r,i , and tLBT

c,r,tg,i. These
will be explained in Sections 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10 respectively.

Note that maximizing the number of planned events not necessarily leads to
timetables in which all events are scheduled. Sometimes it is just impossible to
schedule all events and satisfy all other hard constraints at the same time. In such
a case we get a schedule which is feasible according to our program, but for which
not all events are scheduled. Because the instances we consider all do have a hard
Assign Times constraint, such a schedule is not really feasible for the corresponding
instance. The HSEval High School Timetable Evaluator6 shows hard cost for the
Assign Times constraint in this case.

Now that we have defined the most important variables and the objective func-
tion, we will look at all constraints that are implemented in our program.

3.3 Prefer Times Constraints

The Prefer Times constraint is used as hard constraint in all five Dutch instances. It
prevents an event that should be scheduled during two consequetive time slots to be
scheduled during the last time slot of one day and the first time slot of the next day.
In the XML instance this is formulated as follows. No event should start at a time
slot that is not contained in the set TimesDurationTwo. Each time slot that does
not represent the last time slot of some day is in this set. For events of duration two
it is necessary that they start at a time slot that is in the set TimesDurationTwo,
because otherwise the first part of the event is on the last time slot on one day and
the second part is on the first time slot of the next day.

<PreferTimesConstraint Id="PreferredTimes">

<Name>Times for events with duration 2</Name>

<Required>false</Required>

<Weight>1</Weight>

<CostFunction>Sum</CostFunction>

<AppliesTo>

<EventGroups>

<EventGroup Reference="gr_AllEvents"/>

</EventGroups>

</AppliesTo>

<TimeGroups>

<TimeGroup Reference="gr_TimesDurationTwo"/>

5In the Dutch benchmark instances the cost function SquaresSum does also occur. This is the
case for the Limit Idle Times constraint. Before Version 1.26 of [11] the cost function SquaresSum
had a different meaning for this constraint than the SumSquares function, but since the definition
of this constraint changed both versions of it mean the same. The idea to delete the possibil-
ity of SquaresSum as a cost function is applied recently (http://www.utwente.nl/ctit/hstt,
February/March 2014).

6http://sydney.edu.au/engineering/it/~jeff/hseval.cgi
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</TimeGroups>

<Duration>2</Duration>

</PreferTimesConstraint>

Because we want to say that no event from the event group is allowed to start at
a time not contained in the time group mentioned in c, a constraint c of the Prefer
Times type looks as follows in an MILP.∑

t/∈tg∈c

xe,t = 0 ∀eg ∈ c, ∀e ∈ eg, e has Duration as indicated by c. (7)

The only example of this constraint for our small artifical instance is as follows,
because the only event with duration two is event 3 (which has index number 2).

x2,5 + x2,11 = 0

The only two time slots that are not in gr_TimesDurationTwo, are Mo 6 (t = 5)
and Tu 6 (t = 11). The constraint says that event indexed with 2 is not allowed to
start on one of these time slots.

3.4 Spread Events Constraints

The Spread Events constraints in all Dutch instances are hard and can be used for
example to take care that a class does not have two lectures of the same course on
one day. They apply to event groups and give a minimum and a maximum number
of events from this group that should be in a certain time group. For example event
group gr_E001 consists of two events, namely E001_1 and E001_2. These events
should be spread amongst Monday and Tuesday, so we put time groups gr_Mo and
gr_Tu in the <TimeGroups>-section and give both minimum 0 and maximum 1.

<SpreadEventsConstraint Id="SpreadEvents">

<Name>Spread events max 1 per day</Name>

<Required>true</Required>

<Weight>1</Weight>

<CostFunction>Sum</CostFunction>

<AppliesTo>

<EventGroups>

<EventGroup Reference="gr_E001"/>

</EventGroups>

</AppliesTo>

<TimeGroups>

<TimeGroup Reference="gr_Mo">

<Minimum>0</Minimum>

<Maximum>1</Maximum>

</TimeGroup>

<TimeGroup Reference="gr_Tu">

<Minimum>0</Minimum>

<Maximum>1</Maximum>

</TimeGroup>

</TimeGroups>

</SpreadEventsConstraint>
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For each constraint c of the Spread Events type, we get the following as constraint
in the MILP. ∑

e∈eg

∑
t∈tg

xe,t ≤Maximum ∀eg ∈ c, ∀tg ∈ c (8)∑
e∈eg

∑
t∈tg

xe,t ≥Minimum ∀eg ∈ c, ∀tg ∈ c (9)

In our program, we leave out the minimum part of the constraint if the minimum
is 0, which is actually the case for all time groups in all Spread Events constraints
in all available Dutch instances. The maximum part for gr_E001, which contains
events 0 and 3, becomes the following for time groups gr_Mo (t = 0, . . . , 5) and
gr_Tu (t = 6, . . . , 11).

5∑
t=0

(x0,t + x3,t) ≤ 1

11∑
t=6

(x0,t + x3,t) ≤ 1

At most one of the EventTimeVariables for events 0 and 3 and time slots 0 up to 5
should be equal to 1. The same holds for time slots 6 up to and including 11. In
this way, events E001_1 and E001_2 are divided among the two days.

3.5 Link Events Constraints

Just like the Prefer Times and the Spread Events constraints, the Link Events
constraints are used in all available Dutch instances as hard constraints. We assume
that clusters are made before the program runs, and these Link Events constraints
take care that events from one cluster line are scheduled at the same time slot.
Suppose we want events E005 and E006 of our small artifical instance to be scheduled
at the same time slot. We put these events in event group gr_LinkedEvents1 and
add the following constraint to the instance.

<LinkEventsConstraint Id="LinkEventsConstraint">

<Name>LinkEventsConstraint</Name>

<Required>true</Required>

<Weight>1</Weight>

<CostFunction>Sum</CostFunction>

<AppliesTo>

<EventGroups>

<EventGroup Reference="gr_LinkedEvents1"/>

</EventGroups>

</AppliesTo>

</LinkEventsConstraint>

In the MILP, each constraint c of the Link Events type becomes like the next equa-
tion.

xe1,t = xe2,t ∀eg ∈ c, ∀e1, e2 ∈ eg, ∀t ∈ T (10)
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The difference between xe1,t and xe2,t should be 0 for events e1 and e2 from event
group gr_LinkedEvents1. This should hold for each time t from the instance. If
more than two events are contained in the event group, then one constraint is made
for each combination of two events from this group.

Here we assume that all events contained in a specific event group which is part
of some Link Events constraint have the same duration. If this is not the case,
there are situations possible in which we allow a schedule which is infeasible for the
Link Events constraint in theory. Suppose one event of duration 1 and one event of
duration 3 form an event group together. If we have a timetable in which both events
start at the same time, we allow this, while in theory we should get a hard cost of
3 − 1 = 2 times the weight of the constraint. This means an instance containing
a hard Link Events constraint which contains an event group in which events with
different durations exists will never be feasible.

3.6 Avoid Clashes Constraints

The Avoid Clashes constraint is needed to prevent a teacher, room, class, or student
to be scheduled for two different events at one time slot. Therefore it is a hard
constraint in all instances. In the XML-instances which do not contain students
this looks as follows.

<AvoidClashesConstraint Id="NoResourceClashes">

<Name>NoResourceClashes</Name>

<Required>true</Required>

<Weight>1</Weight>

<CostFunction>Sum</CostFunction>

<AppliesTo>

<ResourceGroups>

<ResourceGroup Reference="gr_Teachers"/>

<ResourceGroup Reference="gr_Rooms"/>

<ResourceGroup Reference="gr_Classes"/>

</ResourceGroups>

</AppliesTo>

</AvoidClashesConstraint>

For the Avoid Clashes constraints the ResourceTimeVariables are used. The general
constraint of Avoid Clashes constraint c is

yr,t ≤ 1 ∀rg ∈ c, ∀r ∈ rg, ∀t ∈ T . (11)

Since we defined yr,t already as a binary variable equal to either zero or one, we do
not need to implement this constraint any more. We still mention that it exists,
because it is important to see that there is a constraint in the XML-instances that
avoids clashes.

3.7 Avoid Unavailable Times Constraints

The Avoid Unavailable Times constraints avoid that resources become busy at times
at which they are not available. They are used in all available Dutch instances and
are required in most cases, but they also appear as soft constraints. If for example
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teacher T01 is not available on Monday from time 4 to 6, we put this in the XML-
instance in the following way.

<AvoidUnavailableTimesConstraint Id="AvoidUnavailableTimes_01">

<Name>ForbiddenTimesOfT01</Name>

<Required>true</Required>

<Weight>1</Weight>

<CostFunction>Sum</CostFunction>

<AppliesTo>

<Resources>

<Resource Reference="T01"/>

</Resources>

</AppliesTo>

<Times>

<Time Reference="Mo_4"/>

<Time Reference="Mo_5"/>

<Time Reference="Mo_6"/>

</Times>

</AvoidUnavailableTimesConstraint>

Formulating this constraint c of type Avoid Unavailable Times in a MILP, we get the
following equation. Here sAUT

c,r is a non-negative continuous slack variable indicating
the number of times at which the resource is busy, but not available according to
the XML-instance. ∑

t∈c

yr,t ≤ sAUT
c,r ∀r ∈ c (12)

If the constraint is hard, we replace sAUT
c,r by 0. In our small artifical instance, the

variable yr,t for teacher r = 0 should be zero for t ∈ {Mo 4,Mo 5,Mo 6} = {3, 4, 5}.
We see this in the first constraint below.

y0,3 + y0,4 + y0,5 ≤ 0

Suppose teacher T02 is not available on times t ∈ {Tu 5, Tu 6} = {10, 11}, then
the (soft) constraint becomes y1,10 + y1,11 = sAUT

6,1 . In our MILP, this is translated
into the following equation.

y1,10 + y1,11 ≤ sAUT
6,1

Since the cost function is Sum and the weight is 1, we subtract sAUT
c,r from the

objective for each resource r that is used in Avoid Unavailable Times constraint c.
If this slack variable is zero, resource r is not busy during times at which she is not
available. If this slack variable had an integer value greater than or equal to zero,
this value will be multiplied by the weight of the constraint and subtracted from the
objective function.
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3.8 Limit Idle Times Constraints

The Limit Idle Times constraints are alway hard, except in Kottenpark2008 where
it is soft in a few cases. They are used to limit the number of idle times for certain
resources. Some time t is an idle time for resource r in time group tg if resource r is
not busy at time t, but there is a time in tg before t and a time in tg after t at which
the resource is busy (see for example time Mo_4 in time group gr_Mo in Figure 5).
Usually, we consider the time groups that represent the days, because in that case
the definition of idle times matches our normal usage.

Figure 5: Timetable for teacher T01 with three idle times

In the following example we impose the constraint that for teachers T01 and
T02 the maximum number of idle times is two. Remember that our small artifical
instance contained only two days.

<LimitIdleTimesConstraint Id="FreePeriodsConstraint_01">

<Name>At most 2 idle times</Name>

<Required>false</Required>

<Weight>200</Weight>

<CostFunction>SquareSum</CostFunction>

<AppliesTo>

<Resources>

<Resource Reference="T01"/>

<Resource Reference="T02"/>

</Resources>

</AppliesTo>

<TimeGroups>

<TimeGroup Reference="gr_Mo"/>

<TimeGroup Reference="gr_Tu"/>

</TimeGroups>

<Minimum>0</Minimum>

<Maximum>2</Maximum>

</LimitIdleTimesConstraint>

The minimum and the maximum that are given in the constraint are limits on
the total number of idle times. So for each time group the number of idle times
is summed, and this number should not exceed the maximum or fall short of the
minimum.

We show the MILP-constraints for time group 0 (gr_Mo). Since the example is a
soft constraint, we use a slack variable again. This non-negative continuous variable
sLITc,r indicates the number of idle times that exceeds the maximum or falls short of
the minimum.

To define the constraint properly, we need to count the number of idle times in a
solution. To do this we need three new non-negative continuous variables and some
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other definitions7 [12, Section 3.2.14]. In cases where the number of idle times is
too small or too big, the variables hfirst

r,tg , hlast
r,tg, and hr,tg have the meanings as stated

below. In other cases, these variables will be allowed to get values that do not match
these meanings, but this is not a problem for the relevant variable sLITc,r , which will
be introduced later in this section. So the following ‘definitions’ of hfirst

r,tg , hlast
r,tg, and

hr,tg are a bit misleading because they are not satisfied in all cases, but they are
useful to understand Equations (13)-(15).

hfirst
r,tg : ordinal number of first time on which resource r is busy in time group tg.

hlast
r,tg : ordinal number of last time on which resource r is busy in time group tg.

hr,tg : number of idle times for resource r in time group tg.

ρ(t) : the index number of t with respect to the respective time group tg.

|tg| : number of times contained in time group tg.

To make sure these variables get the correct value, we implement the following
constraints:

hfirst
r,tg ≤ |tg|+ (ρ(t)− |tg|) · yr,t ∀r ∈ R ∀tg ∈ T G ∀t ∈ tg (13)

hlast
r,tg ≥ ρ(t) · yr,t ∀r ∈ R ∀tg ∈ T G ∀t ∈ tg (14)

hr,tg = hlast
r,tg − hfirst

r,tg −
∑
t∈tg

yr,t + 1 ∀r ∈ R ∀tg ∈ T G (15)

Equation (13) gives a range of possible values of the first time at which resource r
is busy in time group tg. The highest possible value is the correct one. Equation
(14) gives a range of possible values of the last time in time group tg at which
resource r is busy and Equation (15) gives a range of possible values of hr,tg. To
see that these values satisfy the mentioned ‘definitions’ in cases where the number
of idle times is exceeded, we need to consider these three equations together with
Equations (16)-(17).

To define the constraints c of the Limit Idle Times type we create two subcon-
straints for each teacher r to which the constraint applies. We sum hr,tg over the
time groups that occur in the constraint and add or subtract the slack variable sLITc,r .∑

tg∈c

hr,tg − sLITc,r ≤Maximum ∀r ∈ c (16)∑
tg∈c

hr,tg + sLITc,r ≥Minimum ∀r ∈ c (17)

In the objective function, we subtract this slack variable sLITc,r . Since this function
is maximized, we minimize sLITc,r . In the Dutch benchmark instances the Limit Idle
Times constraint occurs only with SumSquares as cost function8. This means we

7Kristiansen et al. use a different definition of ρ(t), which can be proved to be wrong in the
Limit Idle Times constraints by substituting some t ∈ tg for which zr,tg = 1, but yr,t = 0.

8As we saw in Section 3.2, it occurs also with cost function SquaresSum, but this just means
the same as SumSquares for the Limit Idle Times constraint, because squaring the sum of the
deviations is the same as summing the squares of the deviations if there is only one deviation
per constraint. Since the cost functions changed recently there is no difference anymore between
SumSquares and SquaresSum, because they both are called Quadratic now
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need to square the deviation, i.e. the amount of idle times the exceeds the maximum
or falls short of the minimum. To be able to do this in our mixed integer linear
program, we need this new binary variable:

tLITc,r,i =


1 if in constraint c ∈ CLIT the deviation of resource r

is equal to i

0 otherwise.

This variable is defined for each c ∈ CLIT , for each r ∈ c, and for each i ∈ ILIT
(which will be defined in a moment). To define this variable correctly in the MILP,
we need to add the following constraints for c of type Limit Idle Times:

sLITc,r =
∑

i∈ILIT

i · tLITc,r,i ∀r ∈ c (18)∑
i∈ILIT

tLITc,r,i = 1 ∀r ∈ c. (19)

Constraint (18) says that sLITc,r should be equal to
∑

i∈ILIT
i · tLITc,r,i . Suppose the

deviation is equal to 2, then we have tLITc,r,2 = 1, so −sLITc,r + 2 = 0, so sLITc,r = 2.
We have to define the set ILIT such that it contains each possible deviation. This is
the case if we take ILIT = {1, 2, . . . ,

∑
tg∈c |tg|}, so the maximum possible deviation

is the sum over all times occurring in the time groups mentioned in c.
Equation (19) is needed, because otherwise it is possible that sLITc,r = 3 together with
tc,r,1 = tc,r,2 = 1, while we want sLITc,r = 3 if and only if tc,r,3 = 1 and tc,r,i = 0 for all
other i ∈ ILIT .

In cases in which the constraint is hard, the only difference in the MILP-constraint
is that the slack variable is replaced by zero. Whether the constraint is hard of soft,
we leave out the minimum constraint if the minimum is zero.

Kristiansen et al. propose an alternative formulation for the Limit Idle Times
constraint [12, Section 4.2.1]. The positive side of that formulation is that no Big-M
notation is used, but there is a big increase in the size of the model possible. We
did not use this alternative formulation, because Kristiansen et al. only tested it for
small instances while the Dutch instances are large.

3.9 Cluster Busy Times Constraints

The Cluster Busy Times constraints are soft constraints used in all available Dutch
instances with cost function SumSquares. We can make a Cluster Busy Times
constraint that tries to make teacher T02 teach on only one day. Since we still have
only two days in our small artifical instance, we need to add in the <TimeGroups>-
section only gr_Mo and gr_Tu.

<ClusterBusyTimesConstraint Id="MaxNofDaysConstraint_01">

<Name>Teaching at most on one day</Name>

<Required>false</Required>

<Weight>1000</Weight>

<CostFunction>SumSquares</CostFunction>
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<AppliesTo>

<Resources>

<Resource Reference="T02"/>

</Resources>

</AppliesTo>

<TimeGroups>

<TimeGroup Reference="gr_Mo"/>

<TimeGroup Reference="gr_Tu"/>

</TimeGroups>

<Minimum>0</Minimum>

<Maximum>1</Maximum>

</ClusterBusyTimesConstraint>

The constraint says that it is preferred that resource T02 is busy during at least zero
and at most one of the mentioned time groups. We use sCBT

c,r as the slack variable
that indicates the deviation from the preferred amount of time groups in which the
resource is busy. If teacher T02 (resource 1) will be busy during both time groups,
there will be a deviation sCBT

c,1 = 1. If the cost function would have been Sum, this
would result in a subtraction of 1000 from the objective value because the weight is
1000. In the MILP, this constraint becomes the following for all resources to which
the constraint is applied.∑

tg∈c

zr,tg − sCBT
c,r ≤Maximum ∀r ∈ c (20)∑

tg∈c

zr,tg + sCBT
c,r ≥Minimum ∀r ∈ c (21)

In the MILP of our small artifical instance, the maximum-part of the constraint
looks as follows (teacher T02 corresponds to resource 1 and time groups Monday
and Tuesday to time group numbers 0 and 1 respectively).

z1,0 + z1,1 − sCBT
10,1 ≤ 1

We leave out all minimum-constraints for which the minimum is zero again. Like
in the Limit Idle Times constraints, we have cost function SumSquares, so we need
another variable tCBT

c,r,i .

tCBT
c,r,i =


1 if in constraint c ∈ CCBT the deviation of resource r

is equal to i

0 otherwise

To make sure these variables are defined correctly in the MILP, we need to add the
following constraints.

sCBT
c,r =

∑
i∈ICBT

i · tCBT
c,r,i ∀r ∈ c (22)∑

i∈ICBT

tCBT
c,r,i = 1 ∀r ∈ c (23)

The reasons behind these constraints are the same as for Equations (18) and (19).
We have to define the set ICBT such that it contains each possible deviation. If we
take ICBT = {1, 2, . . . , |tg|}, so the maximum possible deviation is the number of
time groups, this is the case.
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3.10 Limit Busy Times Constraints

The Limit Busy Times constraints put for some resource a maximum and a minimum
on the number of times the resource is used in time groups during which this resource
is busy. For example, teacher T01 must work at least two slots on each day on which
she is busy. This constraint is contained in three of the available Dutch instances,
and is soft in all cases. In all cases the cost function is SumSquares.

In our example, teacher T01 is resource 0, so the constraints become:

<LimitBusyTimesConstraint Id="MinNofHoursPerDayConstraint_17">

<Name>Teaching at least two time slots per day</Name>

<Required>false</Required>

<Weight>4</Weight>

<CostFunction>SumSquares</CostFunction>

<AppliesTo>

<Resources>

<Resource Reference="T01"/>

<Resource Reference="T02"/>

</Resources>

</AppliesTo>

<TimeGroups>

<TimeGroup Reference="gr_Mo"/>

<TimeGroup Reference="gr_Tu"/>

</TimeGroups>

<Minimum>2</Minimum>

<Maximum>999</Maximum>

</LimitBusyTimesConstraint>

The non-negative continuous slack variable for this constraint is sLBT
c,r,tg and indicates

the number of busy times that exces a limit from the time group for the resource.
In the MILP, this constraint looks as follows.∑

t∈tg∈c

yr,t + |tg|(zr,tg − 1)− sLBT
c,r,tg ≤Maximum ∀r ∈ c (24)

−
∑

t∈tg∈c

yr,tg + |tg|(zr,tg − 1)− sLBT
c,r,tg ≤ −Minimum ∀r ∈ c (25)

Suppose we want to check whether the constraint for teacher T01 is satisfied on
Monday. If she has at least one busy slot on Monday, the constraint becomes∑

t∈tg∈c

yr,t − sLBT
c,r,tg ≤ 999

−
∑

t∈tg∈c

yr,t − sLBT
c,r,tg ≤ −2.

So

2− sLBT
c,r,tg ≤

∑
t∈tg∈c

yr,t ≤ 999 + sLBT
c,r,tg.
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Like for the Limit Idle Times and the Cluster Busy Times constraint types, we need
an extra binary variable:

tLBT
c,r,tg,i =


1 if in constraint c ∈ CLBT the deviation of resource r

and time group tg is equal to i

0 otherwise.

Again the same kind of constraints should be added to the MILP.

sLBT
c,r,tg =

∑
i∈ILBT

i · tLBT
c,r,tg,i ∀r ∈ c (26)∑

i∈ILBT

tLBT
c,r,tg,i = 1 ∀r ∈ c (27)

We have to define the set ILBT such that it contains each possible deviation. If we
take ILBT = {1, 2, . . . , |tg|}, this is the case.

Because we now have more than one deviation per resource, namely one for each
time group, it matters whether we have cost function SumSquares or SquaresSum.
The cost function was SumSquares in all cases, but since new cost functions are
applied to the benchmark instances these are both called Quadratic.

This chapter described the complete mixed integer linear program that we used
for solving the Dutch benchmark HSTT instances. We have a mixed integer linear
program, because we have binary (so integer) variables and we have continuous
slack variables. We could run this complete MILP at once, but we could also make
decompositions that apply parts of this MILP in different phases. In the next chapter
we describe six different decompositions, after which the results are presented.
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4 Reducing the Problem

We have seen the requirements of the Dutch high school timetabling problem in
Chapter 1, which were formulated mathematically in Chapter 3. In Chapter 2, we
considered the difference between heuristic and exact methods. Like Kristiansen
et al. [12], we can apply our mixed integer linear program to some HSTT instance
and put it into some LP solver and see whether we arrive at an optimal solution
within twenty four hours. This is an exact method to solve the instances. As
‘decomposition’ 0 we tried to solve the complete MILP for an HST instance at once.
The results of this are presented in Section 5.1. Since these results show that just
putting our MILP in an LP solver and waiting for it to get solved takes too much
time, we need to think of ways to reduce the problem. We will consider a few
different ways to do this. In Chapter 5 we present the results of these different
decompositions for both the Dutch instances and some instances that have enough
in common with them.

We create solution methods with different phases, like the method of Birbas et
al. [3] which we saw in Section 2.2.2. A difference is that we do not use Phase 1 to
guide the objective function of Phase 2, but we add extra hard constraints to Phase
2 which depend on the solution of Phase 1. By doing this, we narrow the feasible
set. It can happen that optimal solutions for the overall problem are not present
in the feasible set of the last phase. This means that the solution we get from the
last phase is not necessarily an optimal solution for the overall problem. We still
do this, because it should decrease the time that is needed to get to a solution and
we hope this solution is a good solution compared to solutions that are produced
by other programs. Often it is not possible to get an optimal solution within the
available amount of time, and a good solution found in a short time is preferred over
an optimal solution which took too much time to find.

There are four different ways in which we use the results of an early phase as
input for some later phase. One is to fix the days on which teachers are allowed to
teach. Another way is to fix the events that occur in the Link Events constraint.
The third way is a combination of the first two. The last option is to fix events
which correspond to upper classes. We explain this constraint in Section 4.6, since
it is used only in the corresponding decomposition. The other two new constraints
are explained here.

Teacher Days We might want to use the result from Phase 1 in Phase 2 by adding
a hard constraint to Phase 2 which allows teachers to teach only on days on which
they teach in the solution from Phase 1. Suppose the solution from Phase 1 is x∗,
consisting of variables x∗e,t which indicate whether event e starts at time t. Let z∗r,tg
be 1 if in the solution from Phase 1 teacher r teaches on day tg and 0 otherwise.
We also need the following definitions.

RT = {r ∈ R | r is of type Teacher}
T GD = {tg ∈ T G | tg is a Day}
TDr = {tg ∈ T GD | z∗r,tg = 1 for r ∈ RT}

This means TDr is the set of days during which teacher r teaches in the solution
from Phase 1. The constraint becomes the following.

zr,tg = 0 ∀r ∈ RT ,∀tg ∈ T GD \ TDr (28)
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Using this constraint in Phase 2 leads to a smaller feasible set, which makes it
easier to find an optimal solution in that set. Especially in cases where a Cluster
Busy Times constraint is applied to teachers, we expect to gain computation time
by restricting the days during which teachers are allowed to teach beforehand.

Fix Linked Events An instance in which many events occur that need to be
scheduled at the same time is much harder to solve than an instance without these
events. The idea of the Fix Linked Events constraint is to decrease the size of the
feasible set by pre-assigning the events that occur in the Link Events constraint. We
do not actually pre-assign them, but we forbid them to be scheduled at any other
time slot than the time slot at which it is scheduled according to the solution of
the former phase. This means that for an instance in which pre-assignment of these
events would lead to infeasibility we still get a schedule, namely one in which not
all events are planned.

Suppose in the solution we want to use x∗e,t = 0 for some event e that occurs in
the Link Events constraint and some time t ∈ T . Then we want xe,t in the new
solution to be equal to 0 too. Define the following set for all e ∈ E .

Te = {t ∈ T | x∗e,t = 0}

Then the constraint which is added to the MILP of the next phase becomes

xe,t = 0 ∀e ∈ eg ∈ CLE, ∀t ∈ Te. (29)

We will now discuss six different decompositions. The Teacher Days constraint
is used in all of them except for Decomposition 3, while the Fix Linked Events
constraints is used in Decompositions 2 up to and including 5.

4.1 Decomposition 1: Teachers, All via Teacher Days

In this solution method, we first create a schedule that only takes into account the
variables and constraints in which teachers are involved. In phase two, this solution
is used in the following way. We add hard constraints that forbid teachers to work
on days during which they do not work according to the solution of Phase 1.

Phase 1 To consider only the resources of type teacher in Phase 1, we need to
adjust some of the variables and constraints from our MILP described in Section
3. The first thing we need to do is restrict the ResourceTimeVariables and the
ResourceTimeGroupVariables to resources r ∈ RT instead of r ∈ R. In the same
way, we replace R by RT in all equations in Section 3. Besides that, slack variables
sr are only created for resources r that correspond to teachers. This means the
resulting schedule can be very bad for non-teacher resources like classes. We only
see penalties for the teachers, while putting the XML file containing the solution
in Kingston’s HSEval High School Timetable Evaluator9 might also show penalties
for non-teacher resources. It is for example possible that we see resource clashes for
rooms, classes and students.

This restricted MILP takes less time to solve than the complete MILP, but
to accelerate the computation time even more we leave out the Limit Idle Times

9http://sydney.edu.au/engineering/it/~jeff/hseval.cgi
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constraint (Section 3.8). This means the resulting timetable for the teachers is not
necessarily optimal with respect to the number of idle times, because we do not
consider any penalties for too few or too many idle times. By putting the solution
into HSEval we can see how much penalty there actually is concerning the idle times
of the teachers.

Phase 2 The timetable resulting from Phase 1 only took into account constraints
for teachers. This made the problem easier to solve, but of course we want a final
timetable in which requirements for classes and students are taken into account too.
The second phase consists of a MILP which is just the original complete MILP
described in Section 3, extended with the Teacher Days constraint described above.
This means we see exactly the same penalties for our solution as the penalties that
are shown for this solution by HSEval.

4.2 Decomposition 2: Teachers, All via Teacher Days, All
via Fix Linked Events

This solution method looks like the one described in Section 4.1, but in this case we
have three phases.

Phase 1 This phase is exactly the same as Phase 1 in the solution method de-
scribed in Section 4.1. We first create a schedule that only takes into account the
variables and constraints in which teachers are involved and the Limit Idle Times
constraint is not considered yet.

Phase 2 In Phase 2, we add variables for the other resources (except for the
rooms) and we add the Avoid Clashes and the Avoid Unavailable Times constraints
for these resources. All other constraints still apply only to teachers and the Limit
Idle Times is still left out. This means we do not consider penalties for the Limit
Idle Times constraint and penalties for non-teachers resources for constraints other
than the Avoid Unavailable Times constraint. We can check the actual penalties
of the solution again via HSEval. The solution from Phase 1 is used once more
by adding the Teacher Days constraint, which means we add hard constraints that
forbid teachers to work on days during which they do not work according to the
solution of Phase 1.

Phase 3 The solution of Phase 2 is used via the Fix Linked Events constraint
explained above. In Phase 3, not only the Avoid Unavailable Times, but also all
other constraints are added for all resources. Then the MILP is complete again and
no penalties are left out, except for the constraints that apply to rooms and the
Assign Times constraint.
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4.3 Decomposition 3: All, All via Fix Linked Events

This solution method looks like the decomposition described in Section 4.2. It
combines phases 1 and 2 from Decomposition 2 into one phase.

Phase 1 We first consider a MILP which contains variables for all resources except
the rooms. For the teachers all constraints are considered except for the Limit Idle
Times constraint, and for the other resources only the Avoid Clashes constraint
and the Avoid Unavailable Times constraint are applied. This implies we neglect
penalties for resources of the type room, penalties for non-teacher resources that are
caused by other constraints than the Avoid Unavailable Times constraint, and any
penalties that are caused by the Limit Idle Times constraint.

Phase 2 In Phase 2, all constraints for all resources are considered. The former
phase is used by applying the Fix Linked Events constraint. So this phase does
exactly the same as Phase 3 from the decomposition described in Section 4.2.

4.4 Decomposition 4: All, All via Teacher Days and Fix
Linked Events

This is a variant of the decompositions described in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3. We
apply both the Teacher Days and the Fix Linked Events constraints to the solution
of Phase 1 of Decomposition 3.

Phase 1 This phase is exactly the same as Phase 1 of Decomposition 3. We first
consider a MILP which contains variables for all resources except the rooms. For
the teachers all constraints except the Limit Idle Times constraint are considered,
and for the other resources only the Avoid Unavailable Times constraint is applied.

Phase 2 In this last phase again all constraints are considered for all resources
except for rooms. Phase 1 is used by applying both the Teacher Days and the
Fix Linked Events constraint. This narrows the feasible set even more than in
Decomposition 3, and we do not need three phases like in Decomposition 2.

4.5 Decomposition 5: Hard Constraints, All via Teacher
Days and Fix Linked Events

This decomposition is a bit different from the others, because in the first phase all
resource variables are added.

Phase 1 We consider teachers as well as classes and students. The only constraints
that are considered are the hard constraints. Note that the Link Events constraint is
hard in all instances that are considered. In this phase we will not get any penalties,
since we do not consider any soft constraints. Still when we put our solution into
HSEval, we see the real penalties for the solution.
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Phase 2 This phase is exactly the same as Phase 2 of Decomposition 4. All re-
sources are considered again, and not only the hard but also the soft constraints are
taken into account. The solution of Phase 1 is used by applying both the Teacher
Days and Fix Linked Events constraint.

This decomposition looks like the solution methods used by Kristiansen et al.
[12]. The difference is that they use the first phase in the second phase only by
adding a constraint that fixes the hard cost for the solution.

4.6 Decomposition 6: Teachers, Upper Classes via Teacher
Days, All via Fix Upper Classes

The last decomposition is only applied to the Dutch instances, because it specifically
pays attention to the large number of events that need to be linked. Besides that, it
adds a constraint which we have not explained yet. We will consider this constraint
when we describe Phase 3. The only instances for which we apply this decompo-
sition are our artificial instance, NetherlandsKottenpark2008, and NetherlandsKot-
tenpark2009. The instances NetherlandsGEPRO, NetherlandsKottenpark2003, and
NetherlandsKottenpark2005 consider all upper class students separately, so these
are expected to be more difficult than the other available Dutch instances. To con-
sider only upper classes we need to consider details of events that are different for
each instance. Therefore we only apply this decomposition to two non-artificial in-
stances. We choose NetherlandsKottenpark2008 and NetherlandsKottenpark2009
because these are expected to be solved within less computation time.

Phase 1 This phase is the same as Phases 1 from Decomposition 1 and Decompo-
sition 2, where all variables and constraints for non-teacher resources were left out.
The Limit Idle Times constraint is left out for teachers too.

Phase 2 In this phase only events from upper classes are considered. In the consid-
ered Dutch instances these are events for which the XMLId of the course has a ‘4’, ‘5’,
or ‘6’ as seventh, eighth, ninth, or tenth symbol, for example gr_ckv-4H1. Each con-
straint that applies to events now only applies to the upper class events. Each con-
straint that applies to resources only applies to classes whose XMLId starts with ‘4’,
‘5’, or ‘6’ (like 5V2) and to teachers. The Spread Events and Link Events constraints
apply to event groups. The Spread Events constraint only considers event groups for
which the XMLId has ‘4’, ‘5’, or ‘6’ as seventh, eighth, ninth, or tenth symbol, for
example gr_ak-4H3. The Link Events constraint only applies to events groups that
contain upper class events, which are all event groups mentioned in the Link Events
constraint for NetherlandsKottenpark2009. For NetherlandsKottenpark2008 these
are all event groups mentioned in the Link Events constraint which do not have ‘ 1’ or
‘2’ as twenty fifth symbol, for example gr_LinkEventsConstraint_6V-D1_1107 or
gr_LinkEventsConstraint_lo-5H6V_1125. In this way the only EventTimeVari-
ables needed are for upper class events and the only ResourceTime and Resource-
TimeGroupVariables needed are for upper classes and teachers. Phase 1 is used via
the Teacher Days constraint.

Penalties we do not consider but which can be showed by HSEval are assign time
penalties for lower classes and Limit Idle Times constraints for teachers.
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Phase 3 In this phase all variables and constraints are added. We do not use the
solution from Phase 2 via the Teacher Days constraint here, because in Phase 2 not
all events are considered. This means it can happen that a teacher is not teaching
at all, because she only teaches to lower classes. We do not want that teacher to
be forbidden to teach on any day of the week in Phase 3. It would be nice if we
could use the Teacher Days from Phase 1 in Phase 3, but we have not implemented
that in our program because we cannot consider two solutions from former phases.
Therefore we only use the Fix Upper Classes constraint, which forbids each upper
class event that is contained in some Link Events constraint to start at any other
time than the time at which it was scheduled in the solution of Phase 2. Formally
this constraint looks as follows. Suppose in the solution from Phase 2 x∗e,t = 0 for
some upper class event e and some time t ∈ T . Then we want xe,t in the new
solution to be equal to 0 too. Define the following set of upper class events.

UC = {e ∈ E | e is an upper class event contained in some Link Events constraint}

Then the constraint which is added to the MILP is the following

xe,t = 0 ∀e ∈ UC, ∀t ∈ Te. (30)

Phase 4 As we will see in Section 5.7 we can get an optimal solution of Phase 3 in
which not all events are scheduled. In this case, we can fix all events that are sched-
uled, and try to add the events that were left out in the solution of Phase 3. This is
only useful for upper class events that are contained in the Link Events constraint,
because these were pre-assigned in Phase 3. If the linear program of Phase 3 is
solved to optimality and some event which is not contained in the Link Events con-
straint is not planned, then this event will never be scheduled by the linear program
of Phase 4. In our results of Phase 3, the only events that are not scheduled in op-
timal solutions are upper class events that are contained in a Link Events constraint.

Next to ‘decomposition’ 0 which tried the solve an instance at once, we have
described six different decompositions. The purpose of these six decompositions is
to be able to find better solutions within less computation time. In the next chapter
we will see the results of these decompositions.
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5 Computational Results

In Chapter 4 we saw six different decompositions which use the MILP described in
Chapter 3 in different phases. The goal of making these decomposition was to make
good schedules using little computation time. In this chapter we will see how well
this worked. Before we show the results, we have a short look at the way the LP
solvers CPLEX and Gurobi solved the MILP’s that were produced by us.

What techniques does Gurobi use to solve a Mixed Integer Linear Program? An
answer to this question can be found on Gurobi’s website10. The basic part of the
solution method is described, and some of the extra subalgorithms that speed up
the basic part are explained. We will just consider the basic part.

At the start, a relaxation of the MILP is made by removing all integrality con-
straints, so all variables are allowed to get non-integer values. This Linear Program
is solved, and if the solution happens to satisfy the integrality constraints too, the
optimal solution is found. If this is not the case, a branch and bound algorithm will
be applied. The relaxed MILP is the root of the search tree that is being made.
One of the variables that is restricted to be integral, but is strictly fractional in the
solution of the relaxation, is chosen. Let us call this variable x and let x∗ be its
value in the solution of the relaxation. The first node, corresponding to the relaxed
LP, branches in two new ones (see Figure 6). In the first one a constraint is added
requiring that x ≤ bx∗c. In the second x ≥ dx∗e is required. In our timetabling in-
stances all our integer variables are binary, so we get one node for x ≤ 0 (or x = 0)
and one for x ≥ 1 (or x = 1). The new MILP’s are solved, and if both optima
happen to satisfy all integrality constraints that were not taken into account yet,
the best of these two optima is the optimum of the overall MILP.
If one of the two new MILP’s does not satisfy all integrality constraints, again a
variable is chosen, two new nodes are made, and two new MILP’s are solved. For
each node this branching continues until a solution is found that is feasible for the
overall problem, which means we have a solution for which all variables that should
be integral are integral indeed. The branch and bound algorithm is finished if there
is no node left to branch on.

Figure 6: Branch and bound to solve the MILP (picture from www.gurobi.com).

If for one of the nodes it is established that there is no feasible solution, there
is no need to continue to branch on this node. It is still possible that a feasible
solution is found in another branch, so if for some node no feasible solution exists
it is not the case that the overall problem is solved already.

10www.gurobi.com/resources/getting-started/mip-basics
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While solving a MILP, Gurobi shows some information about the presolving, the
root relaxation, and the progress of the search tree. More information about this
can be found in Gurobi’s reference manual11.

Our MILP is a maximization problem. For each branch, the corresponding solu-
tion is an upper bound on the overall MILP. The maximum of these upper bounds
is called the best bound. If we have a branch for which the corresponding solution is
also a feasible solution for the overall MILP, this solution forms a lower bound on
the optimum of the overall MILP. Once the difference (the gap) between these two
bounds is zero, the optimal solution is found.

When we want to solve a MILP, we need to indicate how accurate the solution
should be. To do this we give a certain value to the relative gap (MIPGap), which
indicates the magnitude between the best found upper bound and the best found
lower bound. The solver will terminate if the magnitude between the lower bound
(LB) and the upper bound (UB) is less than this MIPGap times the upper bound,
i.e. if |UB − LB| < MIPGap ∗ UB. For our MILP we want to know the cost
caused by violation of soft constraints accurate to an integer. Since the objective
value is around 1, 000, 000, 000 because a large instance has around 1000 events, we
can set the MIPGap parameter to value 10−10. For some instances we changed
the MILP solved by Gurobi by making the gain for planning an event a bit higher
(10, 000, 000). Since putting the MIPGap even lower does not influence the results
of the other instances, we did put the MIPGap parameter equal to 10−11 for every
time we ran Gurobi.

We could also set the absolute gap (MIPGapAbs) to a certain value. If the
magnitude between the best found upper bound and the best found lower bound is
less than this value the solver also terminates. The default value of this MIPGapAbs
for Gurobi is 10−10 and we keep it that way, although setting this value equal to
0.99 should lead to the same results.

For CPLEX we could also set this relative gap (EpGap) and absolute gap
(EpAGap). The EpGap is put to 10−10 and the EpAGap to 0.99. For CPLEX, the
relative gap is defined a bit differently than for Gurobi, since CPLEX terminates
when the value |bestnode-bestinteger|/(1e-10+|bestinteger|) is less than EpGap (see
CPLEX Documentation12).

We have seen the basis of the way Gurobi solves MILP’s. CPLEX does al-
most the same, only the subalgorithms used to solve the LP’s created for specific
nodes in the search tree are different. CPLEX applies a branch and cut algorithm,
which means that CPLEX searches for constraints (cuts) that cut away some part
of the feasible set of the LP that contains fractional solutions. Besides these cutting
planes, CPLEX also uses heuristics to find integer solutions and a presolver is avail-
able. Gurobi is expected to find feasible solutions faster, and as the problems get
harder Gurobi’s relative performance gets better13. For Gurobi we see how much
time was needed to find the optimal solution, but for CPLEX we do not know this
more precisely than the time we gave the solver to run.

11www.gurobi.com/documentation/5.6/reference-manual/mip_logging
12http://pic.dhe.ibm.com/infocenter/cosinfoc/v12r2/index.jsp
13www.gurobi.com/pdf/Benchmarks.pdf
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We added some part to an existing program such that it was able to produce
our MILP. This program was able to use CPLEX to solve the MILP. Since for many
instances CPLEX was not able to solve the last phases of the decompositions, we
also tried the LP solver Gurobi. To do this, the MILP was still produced by our own
program, and put into Gurobi. This resulted in a solution formulated by the values
of the variables, but it could be translated to an XML solution via a new part of
the existing program. Besides this solution the best bound is given, which indicates
the objective value of the best solution found at the nodes of the search tree. This
means in this solution there can exist integer variables with strictly fractional values.
This best bound is an upper bound for the optimal objective value, but we can infer
a lower bound from it for the cost of the optimal solution because we subtract the
costs for not satisfying soft constraints. We will only mention such a lower bound
if it is an improvement on the known lower bounds for the benchmark instances.
Note that it only is a lower bound for an instance if it is from a MILP from the first
phase of one of the decompositions.

One advantage of Gurobi is that it can run on Linux, while the program we used
that contained CPLEX was only able to run on Windows. For Gurobi we can use the
Millipede Cluster14 from the University of Groningen to do the computations. The
nodes from this cluster that we used have twelve cores each, while the computers on
which we were able to run our program that used CPLEX only contained two cores
each. Each time Gurobi finishes solving some linear program, we see the number of
cores that was used, which was twelve in most cases. This means that Gurobi can
do six times as many computations as CPLEX is able to do in the same time. So
each time we compare some result from CPLEX with some result from Gurobi, we
actually compare the performance of CPLEX on two cores with the performance of
Gurobi on twelve. Of course it would have been nice if we had been able to use the
original program (which used CPLEX) on the Millipede Cluster too, but this was
not the case.

Around the same time from which we were able to use Gurobi to solve our MILP’s
and read their solutions, new versions of the benchmark instances became available.
By then it was already known that Gurobi had better performance than CPLEX,
so we did only use Gurobi to solve the new instances in which a lot had changed,
namely the Dutch and the English ones. The English instance looks much like the
Dutch ones, because it uses the Link Events constraint a lot. For one of the Dutch
instances, the Order Events constraint is added. This one is left out in our linear
program, so the resulting schedules probably get some extra hard cost.

Results from CPLEX have a status indicated with a number. Table 3 shows the
meaning of the occurring statuses. In the case of status 101 or status 107 the best
integer solution that was found is shown. Note that it is possible that this best
found integer solution is just the empty schedule in which no event is planned.

Gurobi can also end in different statuses. We say the status is ‘tr’ if the given
time limit is reached. If the solver is finished before the time limit is reached, we
say the status is equal to the number of seconds that it took to arrive at the optimal
solution. In both cases we ask Gurobi to put the best found solution in a file.

14http://www.rug.nl/science-and-society/centre-for-information-technology/

research/services/hpc/facilities/millipede-cluster
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101 Optimal integer solution found
107 Time limit exceeded, integer solution exists
108 Time limit exceeded, no integer solution

Table 3: The meaning of a status of CPLEX

It is not necessarily the case that a second time running an instance for a certain
amount of hours gives the same result as the first time. This is the case because
sometimes there is less computing power available than in other cases.

Now that we have seen the basics of how the LP solver work, we will look at
the results we got by applying the decompositions described in Chapter 4. We
apply these decompositions to the instances shown in Table 4. As Decomposition
0 we consider the exact method that solves the complete MILP from Section 3 at
once. We apply this decomposition to all instances shown in Table 4. We give them
abbreviated instance names which are equal to the instance id’s for the instances
available in the XHSTT-2013 achive. Not each of the other decompositions is applied
to all these instances.

Instance Name Short Instance Name
ArtificialInstanceNetherlands2014 ArtNL2014
EnglandStPaul UK-SP-06
FinlandArtificialSchool FinArtS
FinlandCollege FI-PB-98
FinlandElementarySchool FinElemS
FinlandHighSchool FI-WP-06
FinlandSecondarySchool FI-MP-06
FinlandSecondarySchool2 FinSS2
GreeceHighSchool1 GR-H1-97
GreeceWesternUniversity3 GRWU3
GreeceWesternUniversity4 GR-PA-08
GreeceWesternUniversity5 GRWU5
ItalyInstance4 IT-I4-96
NetherlandsKottenpark2003 NL-KP-03
NetherlandsGEPRO NLGEPRO
NetherlandsKottenpark2005 NL-KP-05
NetherlandsKottenpark2008 NLKP08
NetherlandsKottenpark2009 NL-KP-09
EnglandStPaul (XHSTT-2014) UK-SP-06∗

NetherlandsGEPRO (XHSTT-2014) NLGEPRO∗

NetherlandsKottenpark2003 (XHSTT-2014) NL-KP-03∗

NetherlandsKottenpark2005 (XHSTT-2014) NL-KP-05∗

NetherlandsKottenpark2008 (XHSTT-2014) NLKP08∗

NetherlandsKottenpark2009 (XHSTT-2014) NL-KP-09∗

Table 4: Benchmark instances to which some decompositions are applied.

5.1 Decomposition 0: Exact

We can try to solve the different benchmark instances exactly. This means we just
take the MILP described in Chapter 3 and solve it. The file containing the MILP is
created by our program within a second, and then each MILP solver gets a one day
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to try to solve the MILP. Tables 5 and 6 on page 47 show the results for the case
where we apply the complete MILP at once. If all events are scheduled this number
of events is displayed bold. We see that not many of the eighteen instances are solved
to optimality, namely three by CPLEX and four by Gurobi. The Dutch artificial
instance ArtNL2014, FinlandArtificialInstance, and GreeceHighSchool1 are solved
to optimality by both CPLEX and Gurobi. Gurobi also finishes before the time
limit is reached for instance FinlandElementarySchool. So only two non-artificial
instances are solved by Decomposition 0 within 23 hours.

For most instances CPLEX as well as Gurobi reach a solution for which all events
are scheduled, but not yet in the optimal configuration. Exceptions are England-
StPaul, FinlandCollege (FI-PB-98), FinlandSecondarySchool2 (FinSS2), ItalyIn-
stance4 (IT-I4-96) and all Dutch instances. For the ones among these instances
that do not have more than a thousand events, Gurobi is able to schedule almost all
events. This is not a guarantee that a few hours more computation time will lead
to optimal solutions, because even if it is easy to find a good solution containing
most of the events, it can be hard to find a schedule with one event more. And if a
feasible timetable which schedules all events is found, it can be very hard to find a
better one or to prove that it is the best one.

We see one instance with an exceptionally high penalty even though none of
the events is planned yet. This is because this Dutch instance NLGEPRO gives a
penalty of 1000 · n2 for each class that is scheduled on n days for n < 5. We also
see our Dutch artificial instance has a penalty of 1206, which is high compared to
the other penalties. This is the case because we made conflicting constraints on
purpose, so we were allowed to check whether our program gave the right penalties.
An example is that event E007 is preassigned to Tu_7, while it is taught by a teacher
who is unavailable during that time slot by a soft constraint.

Table 6 shows that running Gurobi for 23 or 71 hours does not lead to optimal
solutions for the Dutch and English instances. Fewer events are scheduled for in-
stances NL-KP-03∗ and NL-KP-05∗. This confirms our idea that the instances that
consider each student from the upper classes individually are more difficult to solve.

Some lower bounds were found which are better bounds than the ones that are
known so far. These lower bounds indicate the least penalty a timetable will get for
a certain instance. In Table 7 we show lower bounds that are not the trivial lower
bound of 0 for all instances that are not solved to optimality by Decomposition 0.
For two of them we will explain why these are lower bounds.

FinlandElementarySchool has a lower bound of three, which means there can be
no schedule for this instance with less penalty than three. This is the case because of
the following two elements of the instance. At first we get cost 1 because teacher MM
is involved in only one event, while it is required that each teacher teaches during
at least two time slots on a day during which she is busy. Besides this we get cost
2, because resource S5 has only four events in two courses, where two events from
the same course should be spread among different days, while S5 is also required to
have at least three events on a day.

For GreeceWesternUniversity3 we have three event groups of which some Spread
Events constraint says that we should have at most one event on Tuesday and at most
one event on Thursday. Teacher 12_FRENCH who teaches these events is unavailable
during all other days. Since each of the event groups consists of three events, it is
not possible to satisfy this constraint. The resulting schedule will have two events
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one either Tuesday of Thursday for each of these event groups. These event groups
are 12_B1_1, 12_C1_1, and 12_C2_1, and we get a penalty of one for each time
two events from one group are scheduled on the same day. So the total penalty
of a complete timetable corresponding to the instance GreeceWesternUniversity3
becomes at least three.

CPLEX Gurobi

Instance # events status
# events

penalty status
# events

penalty
planned planned

ArtNL2014 7 101 7 1206 0.02 7 1206
UK-SP-06 1227 107 0 0 tr 542 0
FinArtS 169 101 169 0 2979.11 169 0
FI-PB-98 387 107 0 0 tr 308 0
FinElemS 291 107 291 3 11721.88 291 3
FI-WP-06 172 107 172 228 tr 172 95
FI-MP-06 280 107 280 175 tr 280 115

FinSS2 469 107 0 0 tr 422 0
GR-H1-97 372 101 372 0 9265.84 372 0
GRWU3 210 107 210 29 tr 210 6

GR-PA-08 262 107 262 69 tr 262 26
GRWU5 184 107 184 20 tr 184 8
IT-I4-96 748 107 30 148 tr 694 8803

NLGEPRO 2675 107 0 1075000 tr 0 1075000
NL-KP-03 1156 107 0 0 tr 0 0
NL-KP-05 1235 107 0 0 tr 0 0
NLKP08 1047 107 27 0 tr 784 213

NL-KP-09 1166 107 1 0 tr 505 40

Table 5: Decomposition 0, 24 hours for CPLEX, 23 hours for Gurobi

Gurobi 23 hours Gurobi 71 hours

Instance # events status
# events

penalty status
# events

penalty
planned planned

UK-SP-06∗ 1227 tr 359 0 tr 916 131174
NLGEPRO∗ 2675 tr 0 1075000 tr 0 1075000
NL-KP-03∗ 1156 tr 0 0 tr 47 0
NL-KP-05∗ 1235 tr 0 0 tr 34 0
NLKP08∗ 1027 tr 723 2309 tr 830 2580

NL-KP-09∗ 1148 tr 602 50 tr 783 60

Table 6: New instances, Decomposition 0, 23 and 71 hours

FinElemS 3
FI-MP-06 77
GRWU3 5
IT-I4-96 27
NL-KP-08 2695
NL-KP-09 174
NL-KP-05∗ 89
NLKP08∗ 2795
NL-KP-09∗ 170

Table 7: Lower bounds on penalties
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5.2 Decomposition 1: Teachers, All via Teacher Days

Phase 1 As explained earlier in this section, we show results for nine different
instances from the old archive, and five instances from the new archive. For the
instances for which CPLEX did not get to an optimal solution within that hour,
we ran the program for eight hours. As we see in Tables 8 and 9, only the instance
GR-H1-97 did get solved within an hour, and within 8 hours each of the old in-
stances was solved. Some of the new instances, which are solved by Gurobi, do not
get solved to optimality (Table 10). Apparently the old version of EnglandStPaul
was less difficult than the new version of it or Gurobi used methods that turned out
to be very useless. Instance NL-KP-03 was solved by CPLEX within an hour, while
the new instance solved by Gurobi took 4423.52 secondes, a bit more than an hour.
We expect that the reason for this is that the instance became more difficult, rather
than because Gurobi would be less efficient than CPLEX. We expect this because
results of the last phases of this and other decompositions will show that Gurobi is
more efficient than CPLEX and because we know that there are many more event
groups in the Link Events constraint of the new instance (172 instead of 78).

Note that the results shown in these tables of the first phase do not correspond
to solutions of the instances, but only to solutions of Phase 1 of Decomposition 1 for
the instances. Teachers were the only resources involved in the MILP of this phase.
Also the Limit Idle Times constraint was left out. If we do take into account this
constraint, we get the results shown in Table 11. In this case only one of the nine
old instances is solved to optimality, so we conclude it is a good idea to leave out
the Limit Idle Times constraint in Phase 1.

CPLEX

Instance # events status
# events

penalty
planned

ArtNL2014 7 101 7 1001
UK-SP-06 1227 101 1227 0
FI-MP-06 280 101 280 2

FinSS2 469 101 469 0
GR-H1-97 372 101 372 0
GRWU3 210 101 210 3

GR-PA-08 262 107 262 118
IT-I4-96 748 101 748 12

NL-KP-03 1156 101 1156 0

Table 8: Decomposition 1, Phase 1, 1 hour

CPLEX

Instance # events status
# events

penalty
planned

GR-PA-08 262 101 262 0

Table 9: Decomposition 1, Phase 1, 8 hours
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Gurobi

Instance # events status
# events

penalty
planned

UK-SP-06∗ 1227 tr 1197 0
NLGEPRO∗ 2675 tr 2612 112
NL-KP-03∗ 1156 4423.52 1156 0
NL-KP-05∗ 1235 tr 1215 84
NLKP08∗ 1027 300.85 1027 0

NL-KP-09∗ 1148 2598.42 1148 5

Table 10: New instances, Decomposition 1, Phase 1, 8 hours

CPLEX

Instance # events status
# events

penalty
planned

ArtNL2014 7 101 7 1201
UK-SP-06 1227 107 0 0
FI-MP-06 280 107 280 38

FinSS2 469 107 0 0
GR-H1-97 372 107 371 0
GRWU3 210 107 210 35

GR-PA-08 262 107 262 86
IT-I4-96 748 108 - -

NL-KP-03 1156 107 0 0

Table 11: Decomposition 1, Phase 1 with Limit Idle Times, 8 hours

Phase 2 We ran Phase 2 of Decomposition 1 by CPLEX for one hour and for eight
hours if one hour was not enough to find an optimal solution (see Tables 12 and 13).
In this last table also the results of this phase computed by Gurobi are shown. The
only instance that is solved by CPLEX is our small artificial instance ArtNL2014.
For the other instances it does not make much difference whether CPLEX gets one
hour or eight hours time to find a good solution, but FI-MP-06 is an exception since
278 events are planned within eight hours instead of 0 in one hour. Gurobi also does
not find optimal solutions for the other instances, but it is able to schedule many
more events than CPLEX for the instances UK-SP-06, FinSS2, and IT-I4-96. For
this last instance CPLEX did not even find the solution in which none of the events
is planned, like the solutions that were found by CPLEX for instances UK-SP-06,
FinSS2, and NL-KP-03. When we consider the three Greece instances, we see that
Gurobi performs better than CPLEX, because the penalties for solutions found by
Gurobi are much lower.

For one instance, GR-H1-97, we get a worse solution if we give CPLEX more
time. When we ran it the first time, for one hour, CPLEX found the optimal solution
with cost 0, but since the status is 107 and not 101 CPLEX did not know yet that
this solution was optimal. It is surprising that the second time, when CPLEX had
searched for eight hours, a non-optimal solution with a penalty of 158 was the best
found solution. Maybe the computer which was used to do the computations was
busy with other things at the same time. We ran it again for eight hours on another
computer (the same as the one used for this instance in one hour), but this time a
schedule with only 368 of the 372 events was found.

Since all events were planned in Phase 1 for only three of the six new instances
we consider, we will only run Phase 2 for these three of the new instances. The
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second phase uses the first phase by forbidding teachers to teach during other days
than the days during which they teach according to the resulting timetable from
Phase 1. In an incomplete timetable a lot of events from the same teacher might
be omitted, so there might be a teacher who teaches only during one day, while in
fact she has to teach enough events to fill two whole days. If we run Phase 2 for
such a timetable, we know beforehand that we do not get a feasible timetable in
which all events are scheduled. Therefore Table 14 contains only three instances.
Unfortunately Gurobi is not even able to find a schedule which contain all events
and for NL-KP-03 not even one event is planned.

CPLEX

Instance # events status
# events

penalty
planned

ArtNL2014 7 101 7 1206
UK-SP-06 1227 107 0 0
FI-MP-06 280 107 0 0

FinSS2 469 107 0 0
GR-H1-97 372 107 372 0
GRWU3 210 107 210 108

GR-PA-08 262 107 262 118
IT-I4-96 748 108 - -

NL-KP-03 1156 107 0 0

Table 12: Decomposition 1, Phase 2, 1 hour

CPLEX Gurobi

Instance # events status
# events

penalty status
# events

penalty
planned planned

ArtNL2014 7 101 7 1206 0.05 7 1206
UK-SP-06 1227 107 0 0 tr 670 0
FI-MP-06 280 107 278 158 tr 280 170

FinSS2 469 107 0 0 tr 405 0
GR-H1-97 372 107 372 158 3950.31 372 0
GRWU3 210 107 210 85 tr 210 19

GR-PA-08 262 107 262 101 tr 262 26
IT-I4-96 748 108 - - tr 674 12109

NL-KP-03 1156 107 0 0 tr 0 0

Table 13: Decomposition 1, Phase 2, 8 hour

Gurobi

Instance # events status
# events

penalty
planned

NL-KP-03∗ 1156 tr 0 0
NLKP08∗ 1027 tr 734 510

NL-KP-09∗ 1148 tr 649 60

Table 14: New instances, Decomposition 1, Phase 2, 8 hours
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5.3 Decomposition 2: Teachers, All via Teacher Days, All
via Fix Linked Events

Phase 1 The results for Phase 1 of this decomposition are the same as for Phase
1 of Decomposition 1 (see Tables 8, 9 and 10 in Section 5.2). We do not take into
account the Limit Idle Times constraint, because that would not lead to optimal
solutions within eight hours (see Table 11).

Phase 2 We can run Phase 2 for all instances that were solved to optimality for
Phase 1. We could also use incomplete schedules for instances that did not get solved
to optimality, but we do not do this for the same reasons as mentioned in Section
5.2. If CPLEX already solved some non-last phase for some instance to optimality,
we do not run it again with Gurobi, since we already have the solution of that phase
available to run the next phase.

For Phase 2 CPLEX arrives either at an optimal solution or at no solution at
all (see Table 15). We get an optimal solution within eight hours for six of the
instances. In these cases it is not necessary to run them with Gurobi too, so we put
‘+’ in the corresponding cells in the tables. For UK-SP-06, IT-I4-03, and NL-KP-03
no solution is found by CPLEX and for the last instance even Gurobi does not find
any solution. This is also the case for the newer version of NL-KP-03, as can be
seen in Table 16. The other two new instances for which all events were planned in
Phase 1 are not solved to optimality too.

CPLEX Gurobi

Instance # events status
# events

penalty status
# events

penalty
planned planned

ArtNL2014 7 101 7 1001 + + +
UK-SP-06 1227 108 - - tr 1082 0
FI-MP-06 280 101 280 3 + + +

FinSS2 469 101 469 0 + + +
GR-H1-97 372 101 372 0 + + +
GRWU3 210 101 210 5 + + +

GR-PA-08 262 101 262 0 + + +
IT-I4-96 748 108 - - tr 696 39

NL-KP-03 1156 108 - - tr - -

Table 15: Decomposition 2, Phase 2, 8 hours

Gurobi

Instance # events status
# events

penalty
planned

NL-KP-03∗ 1156 tr - -
NLKP08∗ 1027 tr 952 4977

NL-KP-09∗ 1148 tr 1024 3680

Table 16: New instances, Decomposition 2, Phase 2, 8 hours
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Phase 3 In Table 17 we see that only two instances are solved to optimality in the
final phase of Decomposition 2. The instances UK-SP-06, IT-I4-03, and NL-KP-03
are left out of this table because we did not get solutions from Phase 2 which planned
all events. Since none of the new instances was solved to optimality in Phase 2, we
do not run Phase 3 for these instances.

We see only ArtNL2014 and GR-H1-97 are solved to optimality. In the solutions
of the other instances, except for FinSS2, all events are planned but these solutions
are not optimal. The only instance for which CPLEX performs better than Gurobi
is GR-PA-08, because both solvers find a solution for which all events are scheduled
but CPLEX finds one with lower penalty.

Note that an optimal solution of some instance from the final phase is not neces-
sarily an optimal solution for the instance itself. We see this for ArtNL2014, because
in the exact Decomposition 0 the optimal timetable appeared to have penalty 1206,
which is less than 1401. Apparently it is not always useful to fix linked events based
on a solution from a former phase.

CPLEX Gurobi

Instance # events status
# events

penalty status
# events

penalty
planned planned

ArtNL2014 7 101 7 1401 0.02 7 1401
FI-MP-06 280 107 279 227 tr 280 115

FinSS2 469 107 0 0 tr 110 0
GR-H1-97 372 101 372 0 + + +
GRWU3 210 107 210 85 tr 210 19

GR-PA-08 262 107 262 61 tr 262 66

Table 17: Decomposition 2, Phase 3, 8 hours

5.4 Decomposition 3: All, All via Fix Linked Events

Phase 1 We ran the first phase for this decomposition for one hour and for eight
hours in CPLEX (see Tables 18 and 19). Some instances were not solved to optimal-
ity by CPLEX, so these instances were solved by Gurobi too. As we see, CPLEX
solved half of the non-artificial instances to optimality. Only UK-SP-06, FinSS2,
IT-I4-96, and NL-KP-03 do not result in complete schedules by CPLEX. It does not
help much run for eight hours instead of one hour, except for IT-I4-96 for which we
have a schedule with 604 events now instead of no schedule at all. Gurobi gives us
another optimal solution, namely for FinSS2. It is also able to schedule a few more
events for UK-SP-06 and IT-I4-96 and leads to the empty timetable for NL-KP-03
just like CPLEX.

Notice that the results for the instances that are solved to optimality give the
same penalties as in Decomposition 2 Phase 2 (Table 15). For the instance UK-SP-
06 we get a better solution by CPLEX (1082 events planned instead of 996), while
for IT-I4-96 and NL-KP-03 Gurobi performs better (731 events planned instead of
696 respectively a solution with zero events instead of no solution).

None of the new instances is solved to optimality by Gurobi within eight hours
(see Table 20). We can compare these results also to the results of Decomposition
2 Phase 2 (Table 16). Phase 2 from Decomposition 2 was only applied to NL-KP-
03∗, NLKP08∗, and NL-KP-09∗, but for all these three instances this Phase 1 of
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Decomposition 3 gets better results. In the first case because a solution is found in
this phase, while that was not the case in the other decomposition. For the other
two instances we get timetables with 1019 instead of 953 and 1062 instead of 1024
events respectively.

CPLEX

Instance # events status
# events

penalty
planned

ArtNL2014 7 101 7 1001
UK-SP-06 1227 107 890 0
FI-MP-06 280 101 280 3

FinSS2 469 107 414 0
GR-H1-97 372 101 372 0
GRWU3 210 101 210 5

GR-PA-08 262 101 262 0
IT-I4-96 748 108 - -

NL-KP-03 1156 107 0 0

Table 18: Decomposition 3, Phase 1, 1 hour

CPLEX Gurobi

Instance # events status
# events

penalty status
# events

penalty
planned planned

UK-SP-06 1227 107 890 0 tr 996 0
FinSS2 469 107 467 0 1601.75 469 0
IT-I4-96 748 107 604 30 tr 731 394

NL-KP-03 1156 107 0 0 tr 0 0

Table 19: Decomposition 3, Phase 1, 8 hours

Gurobi

Instance # events status
# events

penalty
planned

UK-SP-06∗ 1227 tr 996 0
NLGEPRO∗ 2675 tr 0 0
NL-KP-03∗ 1156 tr 0 0
NL-KP-05∗ 1235 tr 1089 1199
NLKP08∗ 1027 tr 976 14406

NL-KP-09∗ 1148 tr 1062 619

Table 20: New instances, Decomposition 3, Phase 1, 8 hours

Phase 2 As we see in Table 21, we only get optimal solutions for instances
ArtNL2014 and GR-H1-97. The other results are almost the same as for the last
phase of Decomposition 2 (see Table 17 in Section 5.3). So independent of the solu-
tions in the non-last phases of Decompositions 2 and 3, the results of the final phases
of these decompositions are comparable. Since Decomposition 3 has only two phases
while Decomposition 2 has three, Decomposition 3 takes less time. Therefore we
prefer this decomposition above Decomposition 2.
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CPLEX Gurobi

Instance # events status
# events

penalty status
# events

penalty
planned planned

ArtNL2014 7 101 7 1401 0.04 7 1401
FI-MP-06 280 107 279 227 tr 280 115

FinSS2 469 - - - tr 403 0
GR-H1-97 372 101 372 0 215.49 372 0
GRWU3 210 107 210 85 tr 210 19

GR-PA-08 262 107 262 64 tr 262 55

Table 21: Decomposition 3, Phase 2, 8 hours

5.5 Decomposition 4: All, All via Teacher Days and Fix
Linked Events

Phase 1 This phase is the same as Phase 1 of Decomposition 3, so the results can
be found in Tables 18, 19, and 20. Since there were no complete solutions for this
phase for instances UK-SP-06, IT-I4-96, and NL-KP-03, we skip these instances in
the second phase.

Phase 2 Like in the last phases of Decompositions 1, 2, and 3, the only instances
for which we got optimal solutions are ArtNL2014 and GR-H1-97 (see Table 22).
Note again that these solutions are optimal for MILP’s of the last phases and not
necessarily for the instance itself. Instance FI-MP-06 results in a better schedule in
Decomposition 3 by CPLEX, but Gurobi gives a better schedule in Decomposition
4. For instances FinSS2, GR-H1-97, and GRWU3, Decomposition 4 gives better
results than Decomposition 3 (see Table 21). For GR-H1-97 this is the case because
Gurobi only needs 195 seconds to solve it to optimality instead of 215. For the other
two it is because more events are planned or because the resulting schedules have
lower penalty. For GR-PA-08 it is the other way around. The difference between
Decomposition 3 and 4 is that for Phase 2 of Decomposition 4 the Teacher Days
constraint is added next to the Fix Linked Events constraint. Probably there are
constraints in GR-PA-08 other than Avoid Unavailable Times and Avoid Clashes
that give more penalty for non-teacher resources than they give for some of the days
during which teachers teach (for example via an Avoid Unavailable Times constraint
for a teacher).

CPLEX Gurobi

Instance # events status
# events

penalty status
# events

penalty
planned planned

ArtNL2014 7 101 7 1401 0.03 7 1401
FI-MP-06 280 107 280 210 tr 280 145

FinSS2 469 107 416 0 tr 452 10369
GR-H1-97 372 101 372 0 194.92 372 0
GRWU3 210 107 210 62 tr 210 10

GR-PA-08 262 107 262 71 tr 262 60

Table 22: Decomposition 4, Phase 2, 8 hours
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5.6 Decomposition 5: Hard Constraints, All via Teacher
Days and Fix Linked Events

Phase 1 In Table 23 we see that we get optimal solutions for Phase 1 for six
instances. FinSS2 was not solved to optimality by CPLEX, but Gurobi found the
optimal solution in about 7.5 hours. All penalties are zero for this phase, which
should indeed be the case because we only consider hard constraints. In Table 24
we see that the new instances do not get very good results, since in none of them
all events get scheduled.

CPLEX Gurobi

Instance # events status
# events

penalty status
# events

penalty
planned planned

ArtNL2014 7 101 7 0 + + +
UK-SP-06 1227 107 916 0 tr 1071 0
FI-MP-06 280 101 280 0 + + +

FinSS2 469 107 416 0 27223.81 469 0
GR-H1-97 372 101 372 0 + + +
GRWU3 210 101 210 0 + + +

GR-PA-08 262 101 262 0 + + +
IT-I4-96 748 108 - - tr 676 0

NL-KP-03 1156 107 0 0 tr 0 0

Table 23: Decomposition 5, Phase 1, 8 hours

Gurobi

Instance # events status
# events

penalty
planned

UK-SP-06∗ 1227 tr 980 0
NLGEPRO∗ 2675 tr 0 0
NL-KP-03∗ 1156 tr 0 0
NL-KP-05∗ 1235 tr 0 0
NLKP08∗ 1027 tr 897 0

NL-KP-09∗ 1148 tr 977 0

Table 24: New instances, Decomposition 5, Phase 1, 8 hours

Phase 2 Again only ArtNL2014 and GR-H1-97 arrive at optimal solutions (see
Table 25). In this case, the solution for ArtNL2014 is not that good, since we
have a penalty of 2809 instead of 1206 as we had in Decomposition 0 (Table 5 in
Section 5.1). Considering the instances for which no optimal solution is found, we
see that Gurobi finds better solutions than CPLEX in all cases, but unfortunately
these solutions are still not optimal. We did not run FinSS2 with CPLEX because
for this instance Phase 1 was only solved to optimality by Gurobi, and since the
performance of Gurobi was expected to be better based on earlier observations.
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CPLEX Gurobi

Instance # events status
# events

penalty status
# events

penalty
planned planned

ArtNL2014 7 101 7 2809 0.04 7 2809
FI-MP-06 280 107 279 248 tr 280 135

FinSS2 469 - - - tr 422 15602
GR-H1-97 372 101 372 0 165.43 372 0
GRWU3 210 107 210 77 tr 210 21

GR-PA-08 262 107 262 131 tr 262 93

Table 25: Decomposition 5, Phase 2, 8 hours

5.7 Decomposition 6: Teachers, Upper Classes via Teacher
Days, All via Fix Upper Classes

Phase 1 This phase is the same as Phase 1 of Decomposition 1 and 2, so the
results can be found in Tables 8, 9, and 10. As explained in Section 4.6 we only
run this decomposition on our artificial instance, NetherlandsKottenpark2008, and
NetherlandsKottenpark2009. We apply the old and the new version of the instance
NetherlandsKottenpark2009. For NetherlandsKottenpark2008, we apply the newest
version of the instance and another version. This other version is NLKP08∗∗, which
is the 2014-version except for the Order Events constraint and a Prefer Times con-
straint which says that Event 752 is not allowed to start at a time which is the last
time slot of a day.

Phase 2 As we see in Table 26 all upper class events are planned for instances
NLKP08∗∗ and NLKP08∗. For NLKP08∗∗ this solution is optimal. Since not all
events are planned for NL-KP-09 and NL-KP-09∗ we do not apply Phase 3 to these
instances.

Phase 3 This is one of the two decompositions for which at least one of the Dutch
instances is able to get applied by the last phase (the other one is Decomposition
1). As can be seen in Table 27 we ran Gurobi for 71 hours, but only 1022 of
the 1027 events are scheduled for the newest version of NetherlandsKottenpark2008
(NLKP08∗). Gurobi also tells us that there is a best bound which says that only
1023 events can be contained in a feasible schedule. Upper class events that are
not assigned are dutl-4H_A_4, fatl-4H_A_4, and schk-4H_A_3. One of the two
upper class events with name mo-4H_A_2 is also not assigned, and lower class event
mu-3A1 is still missing. The same upper class events are not scheduled in the result of
NLKP08∗∗, for which it took Gurobi around 27.5 hours to find an optimal solution.
In order to find a schedule in which all events are scheduled we added Phase 4 to
this decomposition.

Phase 4 We apply Phase 4 only to the instance NetherlandsKottenpark2008. In
the MILP corresponding to this phase, all events scheduled in Phase 3 are fixed.
The only thing that needs to be done is to add the events that are not scheduled
in the timetable resulting from Phase 3. If the MILP corresponding to Phase 3 was
solved to optimality, it is only useful to add Phase 4 if the non-scheduled events
are upper class events contained in the Link Events constraint. This is the case
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for NLKP08∗∗. As can be seen in Table 28 the result has penalty 14929, which is
much better than the current best know solution with penalty 47008. Note that
our schedule still has some hard cost because we do not assign rooms, and that this
version of the instance is missing two constraints.

Although there is one lower class event not scheduled in the timetable resulting
from Phase 3 for NLKP08∗, we apply Phase 4 to this instance too. Unfortunately
this results in an optimal schedule in which only the missing lower class event and
one of the missing upper class events is added. We hope that giving Phase 3 more
time for the newest version of NetherlandsKottenpark2008 results in a better starting
schedule for Phase 4. This might result in a schedule like the one for NLKP08∗∗, in
which all events are scheduled and which has a relatively low penalty.

Gurobi

Instance
# upper class

status
# events

penalty
events planned

ArtNL2014 5 0.01 5 1008
NLKP08∗∗ 492 13129.42 492 2770
NL-KP-09 444 tr 432 9180
NLKP08∗ 492 tr 492 11761

NL-KP-09∗ 426 tr 421 150

Table 26: Decomposition 6, Phase 2, 8 hours

Gurobi

Instance # events status
# events

penalty
planned

ArtNL2014 7 0.03 7 2001
NLKP08∗∗ 1027 99047.34 1023 8096
NLKP08∗ 1027 tr 1022 33217

Table 27: Decomposition 6, Phase 3, 71 hours

Gurobi

Instance # events status
# events

penalty
planned

NLKP08∗∗ 1027 1.12 1027 14929
NLKP08∗ 1027 1.13 1024 36118

Table 28: Decomposition 6, Phase 4, 1 hour

5.8 Comparison

Is there one of the decompositions that works better than the other ones? This
depends on which instances we look at. For the Dutch and English instances we
used from XHSTT-2014 we were able to apply the final phase only in Decompositions
1 and 6. Decomposition 6 found relatively good results for NLKP08∗. We see the
results from the last phases of Decompositions 1 up to and including 5 applied to
the instances from XHSTT-2013 in Tables 29 and 30 on page 58.

For ArtNL2014, UK-SP-06, GR-PA-08, IT-I4-96, and NL-KP-03 Decomposition
1 leads to the best results. For ArtNL2014 and GR-PA-08 this is the case because
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the final penalty is lower than for the other decompositions. Here ArtNL2014 is
solved to optimality, while both CPLEX and Gurobi did not find the optimum yet
for GR-PA-08. For UK-SP-06, IT-I4-96, and NL-KP-03 Decomposition 1 is the only
decomposition for which the one-last phase schedules all events, so for which the
last phase is reached.

Decomposition 4 looks like the best decomposition for FinSS2 and GRWU3,
although the results for some other decompositions are almost as good as the ones
for Decomposition 4. For FinSS2 this is the case because the number of scheduled
events is the highest. Decompositions 1, 3, and 5 also planned more than 400 of the
469 events. Note that it could be that running this instance for these decompositions
again could lead to slightly different results, because the power used by the computer
to run is not the same for every moment in time. Because of this we consider
Decompositions 1, 3, 4, and 5 of the same quality for FinSS2. For GRWU3 the
results of all other decompositions have almost the same quality.

For FI-MP-06 the best result by CPLEX is for Decomposition 4, but the best
result for Gurobi is obtained by Decompositions 2 and 3. These results by Gurobi
are better than the ones for CPLEX (penalty 115 instead of 210). We conclude that
both Decompositions 2 and 3 lead to the best results for FI-MP-06.

Last but not least GR-H1-97 is solved the fastest by Decomposition 2. This
takes only 157.68 seconds, while the last phase of Decomposition 1 takes 3950.31
seconds and for the other phases around 200 seconds are needed by Gurobi to find
the optimal solution. Again the results could be a bit different if they are all run
another time, but Decomposition 1 takes much more time than the other ones, so
we conclude this decomposition is not that useful for this relatively small Greece
instance.

Altogether the best decompositions for the Dutch instances are Decompositions
1 and 6, but for other Dutch instances which for example contain less events maybe
one of the other decompositions would be more efficient.
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6 Conclusion

We have described the Dutch high school timetabling problem (Chapter 1) and con-
sidered some available methods to solve high school timetabling (HSTT) instances
(Chapter 2). One of these methods consisted of formulating the HSTT problem as a
mixed integer linear program (MILP). We formulated the Dutch HSTT problem in
almost the same way (Chapter 3). We gave CPLEX and Gurobi some time to solve
the Dutch instances and some instances from other countries, and we discussed six
different decompositions in order to find better solutions in less time. These de-
compositions were formulated in Chapter 4 and the results were shown in Chapter
5. We will now summarize the results and state a number of ideas which could be
useful for further research.

Did we solve the Dutch High School Timetabling problem? No, we did not, but
we showed that mixed integer linear optimization is not just the solution to the
problem. Even using mixed integer linear optimization in different decompositions
for which the programs were smaller, the MILP solvers CPLEX and Gurobi were
usually not able to solve the instances in the last phases of the decompositions within
eight hours. When we ran Phase 3 of Decomposition 6 for 71 hours, the solution
became very close to the optimal one.

The general conclusion is that using linear optimization is not very helpful for
solving HSTT instances like the Dutch ones. For many different instances and dif-
ferent phases Gurobi performs better using twelve cores than CPLEX does using
two, but even Gurobi does not find optimal solutions for most of the final phases.
Gurobi and the Millipede Cluster are useful in particular for the instance Finland-
SecondarySchool2, because for both Decomposition 3 and Decomposition 5 CPLEX
did not find schedules that could be used to run the last phase, while Gurobi did.
Unfortunately these last phases were not able to find optimal schedules within eight
hours. What we did find were some lower bound for some of the Dutch instances.
They were shown in Table 7 on page 47.

Some other conclusions are the following. Running CPLEX for eight hours in-
stead of for one hour results only in better solutions for cases where very few events
were planned in one hour. Besides that, we conclude that Decomposition 3 is pre-
ferred above Decomposition 2, because the results are almost equal while Decompo-
sition 2 takes more time because there are more phases. All phases run (at most)
eight hours each.

We did not see that all instances from one and the same country get the best
results for the same decomposition. This seems to indicate that are still a lot of
differences between different instances from one country. We also do not see that
instances with around the same number of events get the best solutions for the same
decompositions. We could look more into the details of the instances to find out
which decompositions lead to the best results for which kind of instances.

Some recommendations for further research are the following. Better solutions
could be found by giving the solvers more time. It would be interesting to find
out how much time is needed for the Dutch instances to get solved in the different
decompositions.

Besides that it might be useful to run the first phases of the Decomposition 1 to
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5 with Gurobi, in order to find better lower bounds for the penalties of the solutions.
These lower bounds will hold for the instances because none of these first phases
leave out any of the events, and there is no constraint which would be able to have
less penalty for the events and the resources that are considered in Phase 1 if some
events are moved. Besides that it would be useful to apply Decomposition 6 also to
the Dutch instances that were skipped during this master research.

Another attempt to contribute something to the research concerning high school
timetabling is to create new Dutch instances, for example for schools of different
sizes. The Kottenpark instances all have a number of events between 1000 and
1300, while NetherlandsGEPRO has more than 2500 events.

As a last idea for further research clustering could be considered. The current
Dutch instances have divided students among courses like PhysicsA and PhysicsB
beforehand, but it is possible to adjust the instances such that we consider students
who are free to attend either PhysicsA or PhysicsB. It would be interesting to see for
which instances these variants lead to better results, and to find new decompositions
that use different ways of clustering in the first phases.
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